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Foreword

When we- look back on the laro 19705, we will likely
reme.mbet nuist strongly the renewed emphasis on
the basics in education., Despite the IWO! and _the
.oit tilL ts sul tounding the basics, -we rind increasing
agieement on, the need to integrate language arts ni-
stitik'tion llowever while much has been written about
balanced curricula tOr the earl\ grades, we have., for the
most part,.continued to hagnient instructeonsecondary
and, especially, post-secondalynglish programs.

It is hoped that this booklerwill contribute to efforts
to integi ate language arts instruction for older sttident,
Tho authors describe an approach that focuses specifi-
cally on .speech communication activities that have
been incorpoimed successfully into English programq.

{
Most of the activities they describe have been teste4
in tIven own laige integrAted skills program at the
University of Massachusetts. High school, as well as
college. rcadeis will find concrete plans, 'assignments-,
learning activities, and assessinew techniques to guide
thein iii incwpoiating peaking and listening into
wri ting in st ruction.

This booklet is part of a series of informatti2jj re-
soul cos lot teacheis produced b). the Speech Communi-
cation Association tinder the auspices of the Ethical iotial
Resoiiices Information Center Clem inghouse on Reading

AP

and Communication Skills (ERIC/RCS), ERIC is spun-
sOred by the Natival Institute of Education, which
ser ks to improve educational pracfice by providing
practitioners with ready access to desciiptions of re-
search and exemplary programs. Topics for these book-
lets hare lecomtnended by the ERIC/RCS Nalional
Advisory Committee. Suggestions for other topics

'should be sent to the Clearinghouse.
We hope that teachers will build upon the -.material

presented here and develop additional ways Of integrating
eommunication jkills instruaion.

liar barn Lie t

A.ssociate Director, Speech Module
ER (7/RCS

Bernard O'Donnell
Director
ERIC/RCS
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1. Rationale for Yeacbing
Speech Activities in
the Writing Classroom

.
After more th:in twenty year5, of teaching English and
speech courses, we believe that Wilting and syeaking
are conceptually' enriched and 'performance improved
and inure varied when both activities are taught, in the
same course. Because of that belief, we have written
this book tdintroduce speech communication activities
into the writing classroom. .

Writing and speaVinvcan be used to supplement eacH
other because they share at least t wr basic features:
both use langinige as a primary source Of meaning; and
both require students to deal with certain essentIld
rhetorical concepts and principles, such as those having
to do with thesis, support, de tThitioii, inference, assurbp-
tion, organization, and audience adaptation. Weassume
throughout this book that the best way to teach both
writing and speaking is'a rhetoricaf approach; that is,

eniphasis is on getting students concerned about
what they; want to say and on teaching the "mechanics'
as they become concerned .about expressing their ideas
clearly, vigorq0sly, and effectively. lf, as we have sug-
gested,. the focus in both speaking and writing is on
rhetorical iaention and the primacy of substance and
idea s! then integrating the two modes enables students
.to engage in a wider variety of activities that teach basic
concepts common 'to both. For example, a discussion
of organizational Patterns can be applied:in both oral
anZI written assignments, and, an tthderstanding of
different types of organizational patterns can help
students become better readers and listen;rs as they
learn to look and listen for ,those patterns. Skills re-
quired for library research -finding materials" and syn-
thesizing them into a meaninghil messageare the same
for preparing a .speech as they are' for writing a term
Paper. In a problem-solving 1-iscugsioh, students can
go through this ProceSs of using resources tO -come to
a conclusion as a collaborative process and 'then, write
up the tesults individually.

Teaching writing and speaking c. together not only
introduces students to a wider application of the skills.

'they: learn, but the introthiction of peeek activities
to the Alting class also adds cOnceptual richness in
the following seven wayt

mBetter understanding of disco irse as Comunication.
Communication N i s etymological derived from corn-
pmpnis-Lto share. We may, of course, advise our students
to keep an audience "in the mind's eye" while _writing
an essay, arid we may even ask our students to write to
a particular audience (other than the teacher). Still,
the writer is naturally more inclined to see only. the
1-it (writer-comp9sition) relation than is the speaker,

Ifor whom _the. 1-you .(speaker-addience) relation is

also immediately present. And as Moffeti has;crisply
put it: "The referential relation of bit must becrossed
with the rhetorical relation of I-you, in order to produce
a whole, authentic discourse."k ...,

The very. face-to-face nature of much oral communi-
catioir vividly reminds the speaker of the transactional
nature ot discourse. As Richard Larson observes in
"A Teacher of Writing alliong Teachers of Speeth,"
the view of discourse "as transaction is often difficult"

, for a writer to adopt but impossible for a, speaker
to avoid. . . "2 The immediacy of audience feedback
and. the kinds 6f adaptition speakers ma), be required
to make because of it constantly remind the, speaker
of the transactional nature of thecommunicative jirocess.
thus, the cOmmimicative model of the speaker's com-
posing process is not one of "injecting" ideas into the
reader's mind; rather,in its simplest form, the speaker'S
model is:

speaker audftce

and when the speaker becomes aware of audience mem-
bell; interaction with each other as well as with the'
speaker, the mqdel becomes much more complex
(see Figure 1). Whenever there is More than one listener,
mqinbers of the audience tend to react to"each other
as well, as to the speaker. Thus, there.dteurs not only
interstimulation betfreen , speaker and listener (and
they may change roles ,during the process of dialogue),
but also interstimulation among listeners.

1
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2" Speech Communication iteihn(ies in the Writing Classroom

I. Skaker-audience muck!

The minimal model shown in Figure 1 reminds the.
speaker (writer) that the audience (listeners or readers)
is'active rather that) passive during tile communicative
trausactiun. In speaking. the act of invention is at least-
partially a 'public pro4ss. and, to a varying. degree
depending on the type of speech activity, it is acoopera-
five. process: tarson descrihes his growing awareness of
the "speechteacher's view":

Ot . . . immediate consequenge for the,teacher of
writing and ,literature is the conferee's recognition
that inveninti; is not only the work of a speaker or
writer (a "transmitter"), but of the listener or milder
(the "receiver"), too. The listener in, the,t1-ansaction,
the conferees argued, ,reinvents what he receives
(and in oral discourse, may -comfit! the speaker-
transmitter himself to reconceive; or reinvent,
his utterance):3

Particularly if, after a speech, questions. may .be .asked
directly of speakers, the clarity and impaCt of their
message can 0 be 'instantly penteived. Group writing
pirojeCts,can help reinforce such awareness. .

Fuller awareness Of composition. as a ptoeess. Although
there is growing emphasis_ in English classrooms otil pre-
writiug, writing, .and tewriting, oral activities can make
students aware of rhetorical invention as. process. For
examplec one of the assikazients we shall include litter
is the extemporaneous spea..There, students_are urged
not to write,,out word for.word what they want to say.
"A, speech is not att:essay- standing on its hind legs,"
we tell them. They.. sireked to detide .on a purpose,
to develop an otitliiii; of.what they want to say, and to
acquire more supportingpaterial than they expect to
use. Then.durit* the act'iif speaking to a live-audience,
they will need to7 make on-the-spot decisions about

()

.1

what specific supporting Material to use, what points
need repetition or development because an audience
seems puzzled by them, and the like. Snit an extem--
poraneous,presentation differs from inipromplu speaking
because it is carefully prepared in advance.

Eleeper understanding of soutre ethos. Speech acilvi-
ties can reinforce the important notion of the,composer
as reflecting ai triumvirate of I-Eye-Aye.4 'That is, the
composer comes to the task of composing with a-com-
plex of linowladge, attkudes, and mglives, and with
an image of the world and of how- things fit together,
seen through a selective perceptual screen. The com-
poser says yes to-certain !minuses, organizational schemes,
aad pieces of suPp'orting material and rejects otherii,
chooses to expiess ideas formallY. or informally; to use'
one word and not another. The literature of speech
communiCation, however;_more -.often relies on the-
concept of ethets than on. voice,or persona. Ethos en-
compasses more than eithe r. of the other two. Ethos
may be defined as the audience's perception of the
speaker. Thus, a speaker may be honest and knowledge-
able but may not be per?eived as "honest and know- ;-

ledgeable", by the 'audience'. aEthns; therefore, is -a term
.,intilhatejy Mated to the communicative transaction.

A number of studies haVe attempted to isolate the
components of ethos.' Several of those 4fmensiofis
appear to :be intage..n.ce (knowledge; expertise), char-
acter., and goodwill. For example, in a speech setting,
being unprepared, 'rambling; ar Unnecessarily redundant .

ni.ay -be perceived .6. an act of bad will toward, the
audience, of not -!'cafing enough" a6out thein, to he
properly prepared. D'ynamism is yet ancither.chmen on
of ethoi sometimes Cited., This dimension may incltle
the physical and vocal dynamism .of the speakei as w 11
as. the "animatlon" that comes from varying lhe types -
of supporting material and using lively.lanpage.

Speakerethos is not Oxed; it is in a statitt of beComing.
It may, change 'during a.particular communication act

.or during a series of speeches and discitssions. Communi-
cating.in _faCe-to-face situations can' make this feature'
of source credibility or ethos more readily- apparent.

Fuller understanding of the nature of language and
the ',shared construction -of .meaning. 'As Barbour and
Goldberg -have, observed: Meatiinglis -.something that
happens itiaide trs that cOnsists of responding to the .

messages or stitnull that .surround uS. Iyhen two.
victuals are engaged in inte.rpersonal communication,
They are involved ih the process of.sharing nksanings."6
That clarity oef language in a eotruntinicative situatiOn
does' not mean merebi "clear lo the' speaker" can be

k .
made especially vivid .When students ask in face-to-face

ot



settings, "What tv a copepod'?" La, "What do you.meari_
when you sdy . . "9" The speaker must then pursue
a definition until the Meaning is clear to someone else.
The construction of group definitions also reinforces
the potion of "sharing meanings"; such definitions
me a key step in ihe gtoup discussion actiVities in the
next chapter. Working toward group.definitiOns may also
make more vivid the ways in which- language shapes our
"reality." Group writing or pair writing co help reinforce
understandings gained in these more piiblic attetnpts to
arrive at mutually clear and acceptable meanings.

Because of the face-to-face nature of speech coninni-
nication, with the additional help of the nonverbal
diinensions of mianing, studeitts can more readily
understand that language "reveals every facet of the
cognitive, conative, and affectiVe aspects of pqrsonality;."

hdler attylreness of all the, possiliilities of language.
In both writing and speaking, contrasts facilitate empha-
sis andsclarity. For example. in some'printed messages
(particularly in contemporary advertising), the site of
letters, their colors, intensity, shape, and even position
on the paper .are manipulated l'or effect. (Note the use
of italics pi this book to intake important words stand
out and the Use of different type sizes and shapes in
headings.) Still, th student essayist probably 'will
not be advised to use many of these deyices.

The student speaker, on ttie'other hand, has a variety
of readily -umble contrast: volume, pitch, intonation,.
voice quality: [here are few exact written counterparts
for these vocal. contrasts. For example, in , ordinary,
Unglish writing there are no conventions for indicating"
intonation. The various punctuation marks are iielpful
hut neither exact nor versatile. The period at the end
of the sentence "I'm going home does not tell us
whether I'm, going, or home is emphasized. 'A change
in oral emphasis gives slightly differenti.meanings to
the sentence (I'm going home. FEU g(ing home. I'm
going home.) As Oaniel Jones, the phonetician,osays,
"Most of the shades o( meaning that speech is ca0able
of conveying . . are either inapable of expression
in writing or can be expressed only by added words
or by alterations of wording."8

Fuller awareness of doe role of interpersonal and
group in teractiom in providing the materials of discourse..
Speaking- and .listening, as well as reading and writing;
are otte'n ways of finding. procesiing, and dpseminating
information and ideas. As MOVfett 'reminds us: "Using
language is essentially a social action, which, however,
becomes internalized as a private behaVior. The quality
of individual 'Utterance depends much, on the kinds of
dialogues that %we been previously absorbed. Thus a

1
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good group process provides the external model for
the inn& . processes it will foster."9 That is why, in
Teaching the (Adverse of Discourse, he comments that
"group discussion is a fundamental activity that should
be a staple learning process from Idndergarten through
college. It is an activity, to be learned both for its own
sake and for the sake of learning other things by mews
of it. It is a major source of that discourse which the
student will transform internally int'o thought."'O

.

Including a fOrmal unit on discussion helps students
develop greater understanding of' group process, learn
to analyze and imProve their own behavior in groups,
and develop their, ability to obsetve what is occurring
in group communication and to evaluate the effective-
ness of' that communication." Not only do students
learn about group process, but the derlopment of
interpersonal and group skills in a discussion unit can
improve the general climate of the classroom and enable
students to participate more effectively in daily class-
room. discussions. Moreover,."role taking" in discussion
exercises (see Unkt 1 of the next chapter) may he,lp
students deal more directly with the concept .of voice
in their writing. .

-
More detailed understanding of the construction

of arguments and of argultiene. Os provess) A debate
upit in which the argument: of a particutAr student is
testea-not" only by the student-on the opposite side of
a question but by\the class, as it overhearS the debate
helps the student develop skill More effectively than
any other exercise. Btit, perhaps even.more important,
the class cab we ,arguments as they develop...and learn
tha almost aff issues !Aye at least two sides, that the
sa le "facts" nd infalnation cap often be used on
either side. Th learitto identify tile issues htvolved in a-,..

particular prop Von, evaluate theAStrength of various
arguniqts 'used tb, support it and to realize that the
strengtK of an argument derives in part from the attitudes
and beliefs of, the audience fo whom it is directed.

Even if writing haild speaking did not both supple-
ment and complement each other in these ways, there
are at least two further advantages toteaching both
modes of disc'ourse in the same classroom. One ad-..,,
vantage isithat this provides a greater variety of activi-
ties and thereby may create a mote animated environ-
ment for teaching the fundamentals of' discourse.

Anotheradvatitage to such teaching is Ihat students
will petter undd(tand that while there are important
simOriiies,between the two.basic modes, the restraints
operating on tile writer are different from those affect-
ing the:speaker, For one thing, there aie functional
differehces. As E. D. Hirsch explains it:

CI
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4 Speech Comnuoueution Activities"in the Writing Classroom

Soac composition handbooks admonish students
to write naturally as they speak . . advice which
overlooks the functional distinctions between speech
and writing. For oral speech normally takes place
in a concrete situation that supplies external, ex tra-
verbal clues to meaning, while written speech, Jacking
this dimension, is able to communicate effectively,
only if it supplies much of its context within the
verbal medium alone. Hence, for native speakers,
the chief difficulty in learning to write well is in
learning how to use language in an unacctistorned
way. The functional peculiarity of writing is its
need to furnish its own contexi.i'

George 'Vous explains yet other differences when he says:

In contrast with written rhetoric, speakers face
audiences. Insofar as a speaker's act is simultaneous
with his audience's perception of him, the speaker,
as with pen and ink drawings, cannot modify his
:let. of expression. A speaker is constranied by his
own visage, voice, and actions in his presentation.
Nor, can he define his aim freely apart from his
audience context. He cannot pretend to be someone
other than what he appears to his audience. He is
captive to his situation. Yet despite the fact that
speakers are, severely situationally constrained,
there is an opposite or liberating constraint in pub-
lic There's an expectation, if not a.demand,
to defy expectation, to be innovative, enterprising,
and delightfully surprising. The speaker iS.expected
to find., discover, and invent words for the'occasion.
The speaker is not just being called upon to conform
to the conventions. . . Writers, on the other hand,
are usually freed .from particular contexts, occasions,
audiences, and situations, Writers simply do not have
an- audience present in physical ferms. They address
one in the present within their texts, but writers
in that .sense are imaginati/ely projecting their audi-
enceTheir real audience is in -.the future. Not only
are miters free to elect their audiehewand situation,
they're aiso free to constrUct their own-style and tone.
They control the presentation of themselves in writing
in idealized ways that speakers cannot. In speaking
there is a need to harmonize one's personal display
of character, expression, and action with, words:
l'he writer, however, since his sole meditim is within
his written text, can control fictively all the dramatic
aspects of his rhetoric. Walter Ong argues that writers
create imaginative audiences; but writers also create
imaginative ethos,voice, tone; style, and attitudes
toward aydience. Writers are thus situationally

,freed to choose theirnuns, -voice, occasion, audience,
and situation. They create these elements within
their toit.11

4.

1.

4.

. s

...

Thus, students trained in both writtnii:and speaking
et.'

will gain a bdei arld denper undOst,mdini. D die
cornnumicatioprocess than students who art, _tanght .: ,

etther wrifini- or speaking. n prktkeal
understalidjhg shouldlielp the'm hed0oinotiThfointed'.
and articullite communicatals in both modes bf tIlStKiurse. :12

'
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sequence:Tour goats :Pe emp

1-,''SturjoilrA yiews Writifl. "yid smaking,-rs
- A .ypli aslingtn n uSteinfig", as ways of djscoveciq

-

t idva-oT 1inin for ttftn),selvel_and o.the.rs
rhiatic and' believe

Students ,should Aevelop.:, criteria to 'evaluat
thir own _and o.thers' 'speaking. -and writing.;

. . . . ,. k

3. StudenTs Should iMprove -their owp" c.oniimini- ,
. . ..

cation skills through
.

practice., ...
4. Through classroom interaction, students should

aseume some responsibility -for the development
of other class members.--, .

Especially emphasized ate skills of invention- and adap-
tation to situation and audience":, discovering what
to say to meet the constraints of a variety of Conmuni-
.ostion settings. Assignments are designed to simulate
communication situations that students are likely tic
encounter outside the classroom.

The course is organized as a series IA units "that
present patterns as ways of finding and communicating.
ideas. The three units in the -first half of 'the course
deal with patterns of conuhudication, patterns of
definition, and patterns of reasoning-ways of moving:
from information to inference. The second three units,q
based on the reflective-thinking pattem,..center on
analysis, argument, and persuasion. Each unit' includes
objectives that suggest the particular writing and speak-
ing skills to be emphasized and sonic sample activities
and assignments to develop those skills. The assignments
described in this chapter are merely-illustrative.

It is presumed that students can write a coinplete
sentence, organize a paragraph, and use standard English.
Problems in these _areas can be dealt. With in writing
clinics or throiigh individual student conferences; but
they are not included in the objectives and activities
listed here.

. s

.Unit.Ohe. P11at terns of ColViniinjcition;
a.

.0hkot,ives

.'

1. Sthdents: shoqd beUoine s---4;etter acquainted
*ith emik,other.. Ind beV.Ome avore of -the clps.s

;
. as oodietwe; : .

;`' 2. Students Sbould become -.*aware of tljeniselves -
:as minders;j4.1'receiVors of ineWiges,'.

3%"Studei6 shoUld beconie aware'of the-importance
. .

''617iiking, the -right ques(ions tO- get infOrmationt..

;

" .4. Studentshould-...demoliiirate it! th"eir c; written,.
oral *assipme-n4 an unfierstaip of 4esis ....

... . -
.! statement mud developinent. 'b.-- - ...

. - .. ...
5. -Students shoUld become awali'of th.;-dialogic

natuie of communicationo -
.&. .

eThe ipajor affectir goal for the beginning of tbe
cenrse is tc) gel *studients acquainte with' ea'ch othet,

cto establish\ an 'atdosphere in IkhicIt.4hey will, feel

free to comniiintate, and to give them information
'about the audience they will be working,with. The
major content Or cognitive goal is to:introduce stu-

- dent t ,the concept of communication as a two-way
process. Students.should learn to view messages, whether
written or spoken, in the whole communication context.

Oral Activities .

Three activities that are -designed to introduce students
tO each other and to generate discussion of various aspects

of the communication process are sink or swim inter-
views,' self-disclosure lists,2 and introductory paragraphs.

Sink or swim interviews. Divide the class into groups
'Of- three, designating one student in each group as the
intervieizer, one as the interviewee, and one as the
observer. The interviewers will have five" minutes to
discover everything they canabout their interviewees:
education, families, hobbies, . interests, beliefs and
attitudes, and so on. Interviewees will _respond as they

5
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Spetich Communfeation Avtiinties ,rke WritinV ChisA'oom

see- fit; for example, if a questkin is deemed "none of may also draw: on information froth the-Asenssion--
yotkbusiness,':'. they sh.ould say so. Obstrvets will note of similarities and differences. . .

how interviews ,tire stated' and. 'ended,- the questions. After all members have been introduced by their,
asked, the answers pion, e'viderke'.of motivation (or::. narthers, .the group4scusses differences and -similari-

..laek of it), listening,-problems ocintervie1ver and inter tielt between lists and their reactions to the activity
-viewee, nonv.erhal Communication, communication a§ a whole. The discussion may explore how ctifferent.
hreakdowns, and-problernscansed by lack of preparation individutds dedded what characteristics .about them-
anji intervfewing experience. At the end o four and a _selves to list,4duld the items. selected for listing have
half minutes, tell interliewers they lave thiVseconds. been diffei-ent if The participant's, knew each other
to end tiieir interviews. BeginThe setrond round immedi- hetter)?;Were.. participanta aptisdous of listing items
ateh,-having the .students in each group change rt)les, fliajAvonfd project a particular image to othe'rs? .(This
At the end of another five minutes', stop this round exercise also provides a basis for.discussing skills and
and b?gin the third, having the students"ehange rol6 /pr-oblems isSociateti.withlisterilno.)..

..again. Each student will thin have an oppoitunitY to< Introdui,tory paragraphs. Each student in the class
be an interviewer; an intervieree,- and an obsepter.. should .he given fifteen to' iwenty+ minutes to write a

.After the final -rouna-, have the %Wok criasi.discuss paragraph introduc.ing ,hiniself :or ,herself;to the class.
_ ,

the.'-f011owing questions: How did intervie*rs begin . Studentssbould be urged to frame it central idea for
and end intekview s? ff openings and:closings, differed' ' the napigruph,,,perhans ceutering om soffit uhique char-.

-7 (ronk ope round ,t9 another, what /may' 1:Coun't for acteristie Or quality .- 'they should be instructed tiot
these 'differences:. different hitervieWrr or interVieivec fp include any detail -about their physieal appearance
.1.xperience from earlier rOunds, anxiety level, or "stage or sex, nOraprdetail th'at woUld immediately reveal

theinterview . Previous relatioriihipa- _lite writer's identity.
; tween interyiewer , and int rviewee (doge friends, total The class is then divided intO groups' of five or six. .

strangers, oastlik aCqUaithanCes, etc.)? How did lack The' nimbers of each group are instructed to learn
or preparation and interviewing' .,Xperlence affect each other's first -names. The papers in each group are
quesIons atid answei.i? If this .had--heen a. planned shuffleii, so that no one- knows whose paragraph he or
interview, wliat might the-interviewers love_done during shor Eaat grbup ,member reads a paragraph aloud,
adVarice prepatation to . make the intervioys mop ArRie paragraphs are read, the groupOmembers wale
.effectivei! Were there communication breakdowns! If . ' down the-name,of the perion they think is the author.
so, what. -.seemed. to - cause thiem). language barriers, When all the paragraphs are read, the authors teveal
listening whims, lack of mOtivation, the claisroom themselves and the group can- check the' validity of,
settimk .with several interviews going on at oncle; failure thehiguesses. Discussion can center on what factual

...toltotice:nonverb'alcommuniCation? How werecluestions clues and assumptions led.to their conclusions.
and answers communi,!atell rigerbally?. What major The circular nature of the communication process
problems did itlerviewers feel they encountered? How is graphically illustrated in the communication models
would hey pro'pose to eliminate these problems in - that appear in tte .opening chapters of virtually vier),
future i taviews? oral comniunication textbook,3 .The Model in Figure 2

Self:i isclosure disis. Each student is asked to list makes clear that all aessages occur in a context of
on a ,Sh et of paper the five most important things tinie, place, and occasion, and 'that feedback from
about himself or herself, from his or 'her own point the listener or reader (even though in the latter ease
of view. Allow three lo eiglo minutes for this part feedback is not necesaarily immediate- ot 'direst) Is a
of the exercise. .major element in the ,coMmunication process. Measages

After they have ftnished their lists,. students are shoutd be represented not as discrete and separate
asked -to pair off. Each member of the pair, in turn, from the- writer/speaker andlihe. reader/listener, 'brit
reads his or her list of five personal characteristics to rather as some,thing dependent-, on interpretation by
hi& or her partner, and discusses Similarities and dif- the receiver. In othei vords, the-received message-may
ferences. Allow five ,,to ten minutes for this- phase. not be the same as -the inteRded mesSage.. Any 'good

Each pair is asked to join two other pairs, form'ing model makes these ideas apparent.
groups of six. Each of the six is to introduce his or The importance of feedback in the comnitinicatiOn
het partner to tfie group, describing him or her in terms process can be dramatized in a number of classroom
of the characteristics on the Mt. The introduction activitiei, one of which follows: ,
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Colas!: Plitn and Assivintents

"noise"

gpeaker(s)
Knowledge
Experionee
At titUdes

toward Message
toward listeners

Motivatiog.
"image"

Message
content
organization
style
delivery

Channel Mothetion ,

'linage" -

*tenons)
inOwledge
Experience
Attitudes, .

toward message
tpward stinker

feedback

occ..1' 6'

Channel .How the message is transmitted: by writing, spoken4words, visual aids*, TV, radio, fat ace

Noise Interference from physical noise, the perceptual screens of speaker and listener, poor word choice, etc.
, /
Feedback That which tells Us how our message is.being interpreted

A

, 2. A, model of the communication process .

.11

Sciumble T tdis-sle'rice:....kcercise requires two sets of the
five-piece Scrambled T puzzle (Figure 3). Each set of
pieces slmuld be made of five different colors, with corres-
ponding pieces' in each set cut from different col6s;

Two participants, a "student" and a "teacher," are
chosen and placed with their backs to each other or at

_opposite ends of a table with a screen between them.
They shOuld be 'able to hear but not see each other.
The teacher is given an -assembled puzzle. The student
is given the same puziqe (except that corresponding
pieces are not the.same dolor) unassembled. The object

, of the activity is for the teacher to tell the 'student
how to assemble the puzzle. The exereise proceeds
according to the following rides: .

I. The kreaeher may say whateyer she 'or he chooses,
but once instruetionS have been given, .she or he
may ask no qyestions of and'receive no somments

froiw Me, *course instructor, class, - or Student.

ff. L,

7

2. The student in the experiment, may not ask Any
questions or make any., comments. She or he is
to say nothing, simply try to follow the teacher's

.instructions.

3. The teacher and the, student are not, to look at
each other.

4', The claKis to observe without comritent.

CI

After ten Anutes dr less, the student will be hope-
lessly bogged down, and the teacher will hiVe gone as
far as possible with the directions. The two can then
be asked to repeat the process (mix up the student's
puzzle pieces again -and begin from scratch), only this
time the itudeEivill be allowed to ask- whatever ques-
tions he or she wants. Or a4tew student can be recruited
nd the' same procedure repeated without allowing
feedback, and then the restriction oan be removed to
allow'cormersation between teacher and student,

1 4"

7
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8 Speech Communication A c,tivities in the Writing Classroom

In presenting the puz4le, the course instructor giould
avoid naming it; it should be referred, to only as "the
puzzle." Teachers will -often fail to tell Students that.
the completed puzzle is a T. (Indeed, it could be Argued
that because of thenature of the puzzle, such a direction
at the beginning might be misleading; but it will not be
if the student listens carefully .)" , l

IIP

If the studrt decides that twu pieces go together
in a certain tyay, he or she may_ stop listening, and
the idea becomes "noise" in the system'.

lf the teacher announces that the task is tO put.
'the pieces together.to form a T and leaves the student
to do it alone, the student should be sent to another
room to complete the task and a new sttidenichosen.-
Then the teacher is instructed to give the new student
step-by-step directions. The two working together will
probably finish first.- -, ..... ,-

There Is no one correct way to give instructions.
Orienting the listener helps (telling what the finished
puzzle will look Jike-, describing each piece and giving
it a nuinkier or nal .1' e). kelative positioning also helps
(e.g.. "Imagine .a tWo -inkdi diameter clock face on the
table before you. Place the 4hree sided piece at nine
o'clock on the dial"). ,

The impornince o'f" feedback is immediately obvious.
The e"xercise also illustrates tile need for repetition;

Fig. 3.. Scram bl'ed T(luzzie

the 1eacher will usually get .several requests to slow
dywn and repeat'. Word choice is also important; some
students will not -know what a trapezoid is or what is
meant by "put the piece parallerparallel to what?
From the exercise the class, can learn several principles-.
of good copimunication.

The T (or some similar activityj can lead to -*
a discussion of the variotis parts of the communication
mod* Once the students are familiar .with the basic
theory, they can aRpl; the dbdel to actUal communi-
cation situations. Pollowing are five sample writing
assignments that deVelop from discussion of the puzzle
and introduction of the parts of the model.

A nalysis A cavities

A nalysis of communication situation.' Write an

, analyts- of a, communication situation you have wit-
nessed or in which, you have participated. This may 'be
a person-to-person' situation,..a small group, a .speaker
addressing an audience, a television or radio program,
or a written' communication. (Some examnples are a
dorm bull session, a parent-child confrontation, a

classroom lecture, an organization meeting, a letter,
-an advertisement, a newspaper editorial, a salesman with
a customer, an employer with an emplOyee.) Analyze
the situation in 'terms of the .communication model
we have , 'scussed. Consider the following questions
-as you pl ' your paper, but do not answer them one
by one; they are merely to stimulate' your thinking.
The final paper should be; a, theme with your own
central idea, analyzing the situation you observe.

Who is the soul-ce ot' the message? What is the re-
lationship .between the source and the audience?
What experience, knowledge, attitudes, .and values
does the source bring to the situation? What does
he or she kuSw about the audience?
What channel is being used? Is there noise in the
channel? How does it affeot the communieation?
.What is the purpose of the message? Do you think
the purpose is clear to the audience?
Who is the audiend? What are their values, attitudes,,
knowledge, and experience relevant to the topic under
discussion? What do .they. knoW about the speaker?
What kind Of _feedback is there'? Immediate 9r
delved? Verbal or nonverbal? Does the sender seem
aware of it (has he or she anticipated the feedback)?
Does it affect the message "in process",?
What is the setting'? What effects could it have on
the situation? (Setting includes time, place, and
events that might affect ithe.communication process.),
Was the message sender effective? Did Ite or she
accomplislr the intended purpose? .Why ,o6ovhy not'?

,
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Obserratk in ,',/ c,,m it:will-anon breakdown 'Hunk 01

a situation you havu observed or been part oft in which
communication broke down. It pay involve spoken or
written Inessages'Ot both. What cause,d the breakdown?
'Was- the meSSage unclear?. Was there "noise"- in the
channel? Was there .hle'quate feedback? Did the sender
respond to teedback" What was ihe result of the break-
Alovn? Could it have baen avoided') lIoy? Cl-he list of
questions in the ptevious assignient can be used hew.)

Feidback (thserratufn 1)(.2_9.ilre a situation in a

meeting, chinch, class, living group. family group, etc.,
in which the -conditions weie as follows: (I) 4.1%edback
was appaient (present) and wasignmed by the speaker_
How was this reflected. in the arehaviors of the speaker
and of his or her listeners') (-2I 1'eed1;aek was resen
and had an effect on the speaket. What was the behav- r

of- the speaker as a result of the feedback?.How did
tin.. listeners iespond?

Feedback in a, c(muminication system. Observe the
operations of an Office group or management staff in
some compan tor at least an hour!. Identify, instances
of actual feydback in the speech communications
gystenis of the office. Note such thiqs as telephone
conversations, inst RI CII ons, ordffs, ploblem-solving
conferences, information cotiftrences, and the like.'1. .

Cifinruunicarion model and explanatiim. Design your
own commu'ilication model- and explain it. The model.
should include sourve. channel. audience, feedback,

,

and set hog.

It'ritilig Itiirksluips

While it is simple enough to 1,each the model, practicing
the art of audience adaptation is probably the most
difficult part of the course. As all leachers of Writing
and speaking know, students tend to blame audiences
for their own lack of clarity. One advantage of oral
interaction is 'immediate feedback, 4,hich tells the,
spealvis % rat then listeners do not understand. It can

Oral a livities readil illustrate the principles repre-
t, also' rove. I the audience members' ability to. listen.. .

sented in the model, but writing- presents mok problems.
Flow can stu.de,nts get immedtate feedback concerning
clarity, interest, persuasiveness, etc.? Just as classmates
are audiences for oral exercises, .they should also be
audiences for written work..In an excellent ERIC
publication, Grqup Inquiry Techniqtres Pr Teaching,

Writing, Thom Ilawkins describes two types of writing
workshops that provide opportunities for students.to
respond to each other's slork. In- what the author
calls the "regular workshop," students are divided into

Course. Plan atul Assignments

permanent, work gimps that meet when papets are due.
Two or three studentsiagree to have their papers dripli-
cated for eacli session, providing a 'copy for, each mew
ber.of the group (so thal everyone eventually ihmits
Ins or her-Work for,.discussion). (4roup mermber eAfaluate
the papets, following the tInee-3tep procedure I laArns,
describes: (1) Students read,. peiluips twice, %,ithout
markilig the paper in any way. (2) Students disws

- the paper wit Ii h e author (spoken feedbaok). (.3).Atu-
dents make marginal notes and, on the last page. writ'e
general observations about the kvhble esvy.

Hawkins suggests an alternative, the l'''iniprovisent
workshop," whic.1 we yse far most major assignments.
No duplication is necyssary; students simply pair off
and exchange papers. ReSponders do not write oh the
original essay,. but make notes On a separate sheet 'of
paper. We use a "Response Sheet," a simple form with
a margin and place's for the names of author and reader!'
The' readers number th(; margin of the original text,
indicating sections they %Vish to comment on. Thc y. p
corresponding numbers in the margin of the rest) se

sheet ant write Iheir comments: General obsetions
are wi-it ten at the top" of the sheet. This sys,(4 can be
used by both teacher and students; it lialte advantages
of providing. more space for messj>7comment writers
and of leaving the 'author's MaAcritit clean, rather
than bleeding red ink. (A)thinigh Ilawkhis doesn't
ilIoW students to revise at* these improm tu workshops,
we always give them du /oPtionf

Working in grou and givini feedback to peers on
their writing an( peaking-efforts arc skills that students

.deyelop throl guidance and practice:Students should
discuss wl,k1 kinds of confluents are helpful and which
are not /lhey should be encouraged to ,make positive
comments. As in .any "group activity, succeSs is wok
likely it' the group's task is well-defiqd and the meipbers
are given a spe'cified time to complete it. Particularly
in the beginwing, students can be given very specific
tasks; for example, they may be asked to respond to
the aspect of the plkaer they find most interesting.
They should be encouraged to ask writers for explamk-, .

bons of passages that are not clear. After some work
on mechanics, they may be asked to edit a paper,
looking for certain kinds ulmechanical errors or awkward
constructions that have been reviewed in discussion,

I.,isIening Activities

Mauy of the activities described in thi; chapter require
that students work in small groups; several are designed,.
fo teach "small kroup communication skills directly.
One Of the most union:hint of tiliese skills, particularly

'0.



I 0 Speech Communication Aetivaies in the Writing Classroom

for students responding to, sPeeches' and papers. is
hstenirig. Some, examples of listening aotivitAg

Listening test, Ask students to listen as the tructor
tends a short; ex"citipg narrative With quite a tWidetails.
Then test the class onthe details of The Itory, using
true-fahe quespons. Tell the students they will be tested
and' read the story. 410. They shvuld not be ItIldived
Io take notes. Then have them "conipare the two tests.
The iniprovement on the ,second test will be dramatic
inionost ewes. (This activity illustrates that people
listen in. different a,pd that most of, us do not
litten well unless we., have some particular purpose
of motivation.)..

CoMmunication session. Kend the following infor-
mation to the students once at a normal rate of speed.

.Thon give them the test that follows.

Today is your first day on an office job. A fellow
yorker gives you the following information:

Since you ase new to the job,-I'd like to fill you
in on a Cew details. The boss probably told you that
typing and distribution of mail were your most
important duties. Well, they may be, bid let me
tell you; answering the phone is going to take most
of our time. Now about typing. Goodwin will give
the nost, but much of what he gives you may have
not ng to do with the. department I'd be careful
about spending all, my time doing his private work.
Mason doesn'b give much, but you'd better get it
right The's really a stickler. I've always asked to
have tests at least two days in advance. PaulsOn
is always dropping stuff on the desk at the last minute.

The mail situation sounds tricky, but you'll ga
used to it Mail comes twiCe a day-- at 10 a.m. and
ar 2 p.th. You've got to take the mail that's been
left on t4e, desk to Charles Will for Pickup. If you
really have some rush stuff, take it right to the
campus post office in Harper Hall It's a little longer
walk, ,,but for lolly rush stuff, it's beteer. When you
pick up at McDaniel Hall, sort it. You'll have to
make sure that only- mail for the peOple up here

.gets delivered here; if there is any that doesn't belong
here, bundle it. back up and mark it foir return to the
campus post office.

Now,- about your Intlaks. .You get ten minuteS
in the mornink forty minutes at noon, and fifteen
minutes in the afternoon. If yo'u're smart, you'll
leave before the 10:30 classes let out. That's usually
a pretty crush time. Three of the teachers are supposed
to have office hours then and if they don't keep them,
the students will he on your back. If you take your
lundi at 1 1:45, you'll be back before the main
crew goes.

Oh, one more thing. You are supposed to call
leno at 8:.1S every morning 'to wake him. If you
forget, he gets very testy. Well, good luck.

Answer tn'te or false:

I. Mail that does not belong in this office should
be taken to Harper FlaIl. (F)

1

2. Mail copies twice a day. (T) -

3. You'shOuld be back from luncli by 1210. (T)

4. Paulson is good about dropping work Off early.' (17)'

5. Mason gfves the most work.,(F)

6. Goodwin gimes work that has littte to do with the
department. (1') .

7: Your main jobs,,according to the boss, are typing
and affsveripg the telephone, (F)

8. Mail should be taken to McDaniel Hall. (F)

9. The post office Is in Harper (T)

10. You get a I 5-minute morning break. (F)

11. Call Jeno eVery morning at 8:45. (F)

12. You lon't have to type tests. (F)' .

ListeninAid perceptual screens. Select two or three
students and,give them the following problem:8

The Island. Somewhere in the middle of the uncharted,
Pacific Ocean there exists a green and uninhabited
island. Seven pepplea pregnant woman, an inter-
nationally famous doctor, a well-known American
scientist, a teenagb girl, an elderly diabetic, man,
a Catholic priest, and the Vice-President of the
United $tatesare stranded on the island.

A rescue plane finds the island, but can .ptick up
only one ,of the seven to be returned to civilization.
The chamois of ti second trip by the plane are remote
indeed (though not impossible) because the island
is uncharted. Although the people left on the island
willnbt ,starve, they mnst be,able to meet necessary
social and biological needs in order to survive.
Which person should be allowed, to make the plane
trip home.

The three volunteers should be given a few minutes
to prepare iqdividual, statements, each telling his or her
solution to the problem and giving masons for the choice.
They should present their, conclusions to the class.
Their talks and any subsewnt discuision among them
should be. taped. The class.giouid behtstructed to"listen
but take no notes. Then each member of the class should
write down_ a summary of each,speaker's conclusion and
justification. Using the tape, the "class can then check
to see Itwell they listened. -

A varilttion of this exercise would be to have the
'teacher pre'pare a solution and defense, writing a state-
meat of the solution. Both the problem and the teacher's
statement are read to the class. The students can then
be tested to see how' well they "heard" the problem
Mid the proposed solution:Because this problem in-
volves value questions on which students are likely to
hage strong opinions, it can be used to illustrate the
effects of this aspect of the perceptual screen On
listening.9
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'1 Hear Yon' Saving Class should bell.idell
in haV, with one halt designated speakerg av471he other
half listeneis. Both groups will speak; bu speakers will
prepare hi advance. while listeners will itspond un.
promptu (If tinie pcmitsfstinfents can switch roles quid

A do the exervise again Speakers should he instructed
to piep.aie a 2..1 mmute talk on a controversial issue "they
reel strongly about Coirent campus issues Hie good
topics, s well as value issues such as Moral standards
or religious heliefs..The speaketi's put pose is not to
Peltnade VI to explain Ins or het Point of view to tell
tk, audience "why 1 beheve The listener is instructed
to listen for ihe reasons,glven lor the speaker'. position.
After each speech. the listenei assigned to that speaker
will he given one oi two minutes to summati/e wnat the
speakei has said_ the speaVer can then comment on the
accuracy or the summatt

. Speeches can be taped to
check content.

As an'alternative'. all students con be given the speech
assignment above. Class is divided into groups Of three.
Each membei mites a precis ot -speeches given by other
members oi his oi her group. After the speeches, the
poops assemble. and the speakers iead and comment-on
die summaries. Which are most ac,..tnate"- Where was
theme misundeistanding'? Who does the group think
is to blame, the speaker 01 ihe listener? How could
the speakei have made his ol hem .poini. more clearly'?

tin Tw o. Patterns of Definition: Defining for Self
and Others

Objc.ctive%

. Students should understand that defining can be
inivans of discovering ideas.

Students shOuld understand definition asli method
of development.

Students should be able to-frame at least three
types of definition- traditional, metaphorical,
and Operational.

4. Students should understand the difterence between
denotative and connotative definitions.

5. Students should demonstrate -their ability to
Adapt. the samy topic to different communicative
situations

Students shOuld develop delivjry sAlls involved
.

in presenting a snot t informative speech,

7. Stqdents should become famihar with the' library
as a resource,

The major content goal of this, unit is to introduce
students to three forms of definItion: traditional;

( 'ours(' Plan and Assignments II

inetapholical, and operational. (Classification of types
of definitions is aibitrary and varies depending on the
s'ouice. The types chosen hetet are based on a discu§sVon
of definition, "Writhig and Thinking with befit 'ons."
bS, C. K. Smidi;" descriptions given here rc al .- ascii
on the Smith book.)

ctivities

.. they have thought about definitions at all, most.
stutlents have worked with traditional definition: one
puts the woid to be defined in a category, and differ-
entiates it hom similar words in the same categoryl
They may use definitions, along with example's, factO
mid comporisons, us ways of developing an idea. The
leason for introducing metaphorical and operational
definition is that these forms provide students..with
ways of discovering new meets of a topic. Most writing
teachers have used .exereises .that require students to \
construct metaphors. Examining one's topic through
juxtaposition with a seemingly 'dissimilar concept is a
common te.chnique lot stimulating creativity.' '.
Operational defining is a less familiar concept for stu-
dents, but it is increasingly important ip the social
sciences. It is the attempt to deline,.an abstract concept
by "describing a process by which you !.an measure it"
and to give it ;:mathematical symbolic .,meaning in
addition to verbal meaning." An example' is the laws
enacted in several states which specify the reading on an
electroencephalograph as the criteriot* for determining
life or death.

.

Students can Work with the three types of definition
t

in various classroom activities: (a) Students practice
fraining the different types of definition, alone, as a
tklass, or working in small groups. They ctin define Ai
term using all.three forms.of definition. (b) Students
define themselves metaphoricall)? (Tor instance, as
animals) and explain their choices. (c) Working in small
groups, students design an experiment that would define
operationally sonic aspa-t of the communication model
(fa example, measuring audience response, message
content, or audience understanding). They write a group
report describing their design.

Possible speaking assignments to be prepared outside
of class include the following:

1. 1 minute talk explaining a term .that has for the
i weaker a special,' personal connotative meaning

different from its conventional denotative meaning.

1. 5-10 minute informative speech defining a term.
using one o a combination of' title forms of
definition discussed above..
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5-10 minitte report of a study that depends' on
an operatiopal- definition Of an abstract concept
(such as those often reported ip PsycholOgy 7.(mhiY).
Students should be asked to examine the assump .

tions underlying th.e definitions. For example, do
they agree or disagree that loneliness can be
measured by defining it as occuriing. "when a
perSon'.s network of social relationships is smaller
than the person desires"?'

A writing assignment based on the speaking activities
described bove might ask students to write ari article
or a manuscript speech explaining the term they spoke
about in Assignment 2 to an audience other than their'.
classmates. (They might specify a particular magazine
or journal as their audience; or 'they might write a

speech, designed to explain the term to a diffe ent
age. group.) Students kho do the report in Assignment
cpuld write an analysis of how they adapted the material
they researched for the speech. Whichever assignment
students choose, they should include in their papers
a discussiOn of .the differences between communicitions
designed for different audiences and situations.

Unit Three. Patterns of Reasoning: Information to
Inference

Objectives.

1. Students should understand the differences
between fact, inference, and judgment.

2. Students should examine assumptions and their
ignificance in making inferences.

Students 'should, practice library research skills.
4. Students should- practice skills involved in

synthesizing information for reports.

5. Students should cooperate to plan 'and prepare a
group presentation for the class.

1

This unit prOvides a transition from the development
of..skills involving gathering, analyzing, and presenting
information clearly and in an interesting way to skills
involved in using materials t9 make inferences, build
arguments, and adapt materials to persuade audiences.

Students should be 'introduced to the characteristics
of facts and inferences. A uSeful list of distinctions
appears in Nothin' Never Happens (see p. 13).13

Activi(ies

The f011uwing class activities can be used to stimulate
discussion of the differences between fact and inference:

Description gami.: Two students sit facing'each other
lit itron't of the rest of the class. Student A is to describe
Student B giving only "facts" that A can observe. II..
the students already know each other well, A may try
to offer a kidgment ("B is wearing a funny-looking
red cap"). Sueh judgmental statements are to be ruled
out- of order. Then A k asked to draW some conclusions
about B based on.his or her ob rv ons. The .class can
cd'imment. on ahe probable va Ilty o A's conclusions,
and B can confirm or den.y diem. (A umptions aro
important here. A will probably assume tha B is wearing
his or her own clothes, for example; b t perhaps B
has borrowed the red cap from aloommate.

The robber. The following story and list of state-
ments ate given to the students. They are instructed
to mark each statement as true, false, or questionable
(not definitely true or false) on the basis of the state-
ments in the story. It is assumed that the incidents in the
story are corr -tly reported. Studenti may work on
this individuall or in small groups. When the task is
cothpleted the hole 'class goes over the answers, de-
ciding which are correct. (In addition to provoking
discussion oldie differences between fact 'find inference,
this exercise illustrates the necessity of carCful reading.)

The . businessman had just turned off the lights in
the store when a man appeared and demanded
money. The owner opened the cash register. The
conuints of the Cash register werti scooped up, and
the man sped away. A member of the police force
was notified promptly.

I . A man appeared after the owner had turned
Off his store lights.

2. The robber was a man.
3. The man who appeared did not demand money.
4. The man who gpened the cash .register was the

owner.
5. The store owner scooped up the contents of the

cash register and ran away.
6. Someone opened a cash.register.
7. After the man wflo demanded money scooped up

the contents of the cash reOster, he ran. away.
.8. While the cash register contained money, the

story does*ot state how much..
9; The- robber demantied money Of the owner.

10. The robberopened the cash register.
.11. After the store lights -were turned off, a man

appeared.
12. The -.robber did not take the money
13.

14.
15,

8

with him.
The robber' did not demand Money of the owner.

) IThe owner opened the cash register.
The age of the store owner was not revealed, in
ace story.

4116
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'Made after observation orrixpekience.

Onitined to what one observes; cannot
made 1ibJti4 the lot ore_

li unuted nnAber ssi
1bler.

,

High prolti4ity (not ertainty
peic('p( lol) May be faulty).
Brings people together, furthers
agreement.

-1

I. k.

. .
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Statement oVn ference

Made anytime before, during or after
observation.

be Goes beyondAha 'one observes; may
concern the 4st, the present, or the
future.
Unlimited number posniblk
Repritsonts some degree of Inobability.

,

Creates distance between people; likely
to cause disagreement,
e

It). taking the contents ot cash register with
h WI. the man tan out 01 the store.

1.1. t he story concerns a .series ot events ire- which
only time, persons' are referred to: the owiier
of the, store, a man who demandtd money, and
a milonber of the police torce.

18.. the following events were included in the story:
someone demanded money, a cash register was
opened,..as contents were scoopett up, and a

man dashed out of the store.

Market basket game. Students are asked to write a

paragraph or two describing a shopper, based on the
contents of his or her grocery cart. The paragraphs
are then ilikussed in class, considering the degree of
probability of the various inferences.

The crt contains the following items: six TV dinners.
two bags of potato.chips, two bottles of cream soda,
One six-pack of beer, three boxes of cookies, Iwo
loayes of bread, one'. large Jar of peanut butter, six
candy bars, three fror.en pies, two cans of pork and
beans, one froten salad, one quart of ice cream,
five cans of chow mein% one tin of aspirin, one
pa:Lige of sanitary napkins, six ciins of diet cola,
and one copy of 7'1 Cubic.

Writing about personal experience. Think of a time
when you made an incorrect inference. What caused
youy mistake? Were you misinformed? Were your

"ke'rperceptions faulty'? Did you operate on a false assump-
tion? Describe what happened. What, were the conse-
quences of your mistake? Could it have been avoided?
How (lid the sioation turn out?

Writing an interpretive rePort. Write a paperof about
two pages in which you report observations you Imre
made about -some aspect-'of campus life and infer, from
them some general. conclusions concerning the behavior
patterns of the people you observed. As you can see,
this is basically a sociological report; you are to look

all your world (or ,at- least a small 'bit of it) and make
.. sonie general statements about4tyhat you see. f.

s;
You need, oK course; to pick a narrow, well-defined '-

thesis -around which to organize the paper; select one
that also has ..an argumentative edge. You don't have,
to limit yourself to one physical area on campus; you
might find that different parts of campus can be used
fo support one thesis. For example, in arguing that
ninny students are potitically-apathetic:you could talk
about what reactions students 'have to various television
news stories, how people react to leafleteeis handing
out statements on the repression of Jews in the
U.S.S.R., and whether students seem interested in
the literature displayed by the Young So'cialist Alliance
in the Student Union. .

. Your thesis and paragraph topic ideas will be infer-
ences and generalizations about the behavior on campus.
(Here are some sample topics: Drug abuse is no longer a

. major problem on campus. Students here tend to be
more extroverted and friendly than introverted andA
cold. Sexual equality is becoining a reality on this
campus.) However, the paper must. ultimately be based
on observi don. We stronglY tirge :you to pick a few
locations n campus where you can stay, and take
notes on what. people are doing. Fer instance, you
might spend twenty.. minutes noticing what people .
buy at a campus store and draw sotne inferences based -

on what you see.
.

..-Symposium. Students work in groups to prepare
symposiums on current developments in' some area of
modern 'fife. Each group will choose an area and divide
it so%that each membs is responsible for some aspect of
the general topic. For example,, groups could' discuss
what current developments in. Ore 'of the 'following
areas halve possible significance for the future: changes
in family organization; new religions; educational

'innovations; 'changes in population patterns; space

exploration; computer technology; sports technblogy;

1 9
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gehetic engineering; eliwtronic cotnmunication; trans-
portation: entertammentl- Each - group would then
present its findings to ihe glass in a symposium format.

Students could also be asked to write future scenarios
based ori the information developed,in the sympositims..
They may describe, dramatize, predict, or even argue,
proposing chat certain developments should be promoted
or discouraged.

Unit Four, Patterns of Analysis: Problem-Solution

Objectives-

I. Students should become fannliar widi the reflective-
thinking pattern.

2. Students should learn to explore alto inative
solutions to t:ampusof local problems.

1. Students shoUld learn to frame guestiOns for
discussion.

4. Students should learn to develop an aAenda
for group discussion.

C. Students should develop group discuoWn skills.

6. Students should learn to apply data front-a variety
of sources to the solution of a problem. '

7. Studenas should evaluate group discussion as a
classroom act iv it y. a way ofsproc essing infornution .

K. Students shonld evaluate group discussion as a
problem-solving method.

One major purpose of this unit is .to introduce stuN
dents to the reflective-thinking pattern used in problem-
solving discussion. The steps in the process. which
appear under many different labels and vary from source
to source, can be desyribed.es follows: ,

1! Defining and limiting 4he problem

1. Analyzing the problem (causes, extent, man-
ifestations, etc-)

3. Listing possible solutions

4. Evaluating suggested solutions

5. Testing a solution

' These steps provide a framework for the remainder of
the c( irse. Tin', emphasis in group problem, solving is
on the irst' three steps: defining or stating the problem,
finding and sharing information, and generating
suggestio s for a solution. Discussion is appropriate
.when -the participants are not commifted to a, point
of view or a plan of action. This principle is reflected

in the nature of the discussion question, which is optn-
ended rather than two-sided ("What can be done about
X'?" rather than "ShouldMS be done about , X?").
The purpose of grou'p discussion is inquiry; debate
and persuasion are cOncerned with advotacy .1 5 Reause
of its riature, problem-solving discussion is not primarily
an audience 'activity like the 'symposium and the panel

, discussion. ,

Activities

Activities and exercises that can be used to illustrate
the steps in directed thilling and to enable students
to practice discussion skills range from highly structured
games and problems (in which (here are "correct"
solutions) to "real-life" situations (in winch solulions
depend on the values and assumptions of the group).
One_ example of the former is the "Horse-Trading
Problem" described below." More complex problems
involving scientific -knowledv are "The Desert Survival
.Problems' and "Lost on the,. Moon," both of' which
require participants 'to rank-order a list of items according
to their importance for .shrvival.' 7 These types of

4" problems-can be used to compare the ,effectiveliess of
individual problem-solving with that of group problem-
solving (groups almost invariab y do better) and to
illustrate group, dxsatin

(I
cs: wh ge the leaders, who

is listened to, and..how often is it the person with thea
right answers, The se.cond type of activity, proMems
with no correo answers, includes_ Iktignal stones
such as the "IA nd" exercise (described in nit 1),
and actual case of organizational, political, l isiness,
or legal problems.' " -One activity that can_/be built
into this type of disclissiOn is role playing, an important
skill in .the development of verbal abilities.' 9

The activities listed below begin wity a highly
structured game and end wi i discussions on tdpifs
chosen and researched by the's udent4.

:,

Thc; horce-trading problem. Read the following to
the (class: "The process of communication has often
beef\ comared to 'horse trading.' Listen carefully.
Then I will ask you to come up with the answer. Okay,
here is-t he, problem :

A man buys a horse for $50.
He sells the horse for $60.
ile buys-the horse again for $70.
fle sells the horse againfor $80. ,

How.much profit does he make?"
0.

Let the class members call out answers. Then ask if there
are any other answers, Divide the class into groups

,

2 0
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coi iesponding to then allSWers inve each group
number and direct them to meet in ditferent parts of the
room as soon as you give th

Instrtiv1 then% as follows They re to discuss the
ha+ lot their answer and arr ye at arguments to refute
,ot her imsvers If menthers cli am e their minds, they can
join anothei gioup *or -form a m w group, Unch group
has live mmutes to select a re resentative and help
supply him or hem with argumcnts; i they are dissatistiq,
with then iepresentative, they can ea I for a four-minute
recess and select a new One.

Give the Signal for /them- to meet n groups. After
Ay! minutes call the representatives tb the front. 'Tell
those who are not participating say tot-ft-Mg while
arguments ate being heard. Tell them aga n-,that they
may switch groups or call for a recess. Tell rep esentatives
to aigue then positions and refute other posit ! ns, with-
out using paper and pencil, money, or. other yis lid aids.

Questions that may arie are- "Cart you give 'lather
in foimation on the probtem?" Answer:. No. "Ci we
use notes in defending answers'"' Yes, as long as .ou
do not use visual aids.

(The solutton to the problem is $2(1)
Role playing .Roleplaying exercises help students

to understand that there is a variety of' perspectives
on any topic and to become aware of the fact ors that
intlaiince individual perspective (e.g., age, sex. Owi .
panon, political and religious affiliation). Select a

discussion question and assign roles to group participants.
A sample problem for 'discussion might be "How can
vandalism on campus be decreased?" Discussants could
include a cant (iS security guard, an undergraduate'
stu leii t r. coilep administrator, a faculty member,
and 5 tesistence hall staff member.
- Gnaw problem wlring. Students working in groups
of 14r to six.. choose some campus or local codtmnity
probINjto investigato,Each.group chooses a topic and
flames a qfiestion, .gathers information (using bOth
the libran, and interviews with those involved with
the problem): plans an agenda, and conducts a dis-
cussion dining a class meeting. The discussions are not
to be audience presentations. The instructor will review
the group's staiement of the questkin and theiragenda.
Once they have investigated the problem and are lea*
for the discussion, several groups can hold their dis-
cussions siniultaneously. (If the dais is divided into
four groups, twit can discuss and the remaining two ean
ac't as observers, using one of the observation forms given
in the next chapter. Then the process can be reversed.)

Several writing assignments can be based on these
discussions:
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Fitch member of the group writes a report to those
with power (o solVe the problem diseussid, analyzing
the problem. recommending mm solution, or evaluating
suggested solutions.

Observers vrite an essay evaluation of the' dis-
cussion they observed, using the evaluation form in the
next chapter.

.
udents examine orally or in vriting examples of

task lnd nunntenance functions performea by various
members of tilt .group, evaluating how well those func-
tions were fulfilled: e.g., information giving, information
seeking, starling, direction giving, summarizing, testing
solutions. for practicality, evaluating progress of the
discussion (task functions.); encoUraging participation,
harmonizing, building trusi, solving interpersonal
problems (maintenance functions).

Students prepare a report for the instructor evalu-
ating discussion as. a class activity and as a problem-
solVing method.. The following questionS can be used:

What, if mything, did you learn about the topic
of your discussion as a result of participation in

- the group? Did yiTii change or modify your original
opinions on the question? Explain. -

Vhat, if anything, did you learn about finding infor-
ation? Abclut using inforniation to solve It problem?

What, if anything, did you kat; about evaluating
information? Did the group have adequate informa-
tion? Were any sources questioned in the discussion? ...

What, it' .ahything, did . you learn. about group
communication process'? Explain, -

Do you gee any possible future use you might have
for the problenrsolution analytical scheme used in
group discussion?'
Vow do you le,el about working in a group? Would
you like to do it in other cotuses?
Write a page br so evaluating your own group. Explain
what you think welt its strengths and weaknesses.

Unit Five. Patterns of Argumen Logical Proofs

Objectives:

1. Students should use the reflecti e-thinking pattern
as a method of analyzing a e ntroversial topic
and discovering relevant issys.

40 2 . Students should be able to evali te issues and
the beSt possible case for proposition.

3. Students should -become aware common
logical fallacies..

4. Students sliould learn standard tests ol evidence,

2j.
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S. Students should learn ho\W to frame a debate
proposition and distinguish aMong questions
of policy, fact, and value.

6'. Students should develop an understanding of
Argument as proc.ess.

7. Students should be able to ahalyze an argument,
recognizing diita, claim. apd warrant (terinino.logy
)f the Tou lminmodel).

ft

Toubnin Model

As Kneupper observed recently: "Because 'of its
compleity. argunient is probably the most difficult
form of discourse to teach."2° One often finds in

texts a discussion of what students should not do in an
argument (such as a discussion of fallacies, or perhaps.
the syllogism). Often what is not taught is tiv.! notion
of arponent as process, as it is likely to occur in actual
communkvative contexts, such as advertisements and

,everyday conversatibn. There, syllogisms as syllogisms
are rarely found. Moreover, in a syllogism such as

All men are mortal
Socrates ts a man
...Socrates is mortal,

once you have accepted the premise "All men are mor-
tal." you have accepted the conclusion l'Socrates is
mortal"; there's not much mystery or much hin in
it. But by using the model of argument set forth by
Stephen Toulmin in The Uses of Argument, 2 students
-can start with a piece of evidence and find out that
there are many Ways to get from evidence to tklaim,

^ or stast with a'clann and find out 2.91...tkq can go about
supporting it through a number of routes: Students
find this more: interesting, more intellectually demanthng,

An authoritative
warrant states or
implies that the per-
son who presents the
data "knows what
she or he is talking
about,". that she or
he is worthy of

)

*

and more like argument in "real" conversations than
syllogisms. Because the Toulniin triodel fycuses both
on the notion of argument as process and on developing
critkai capability to examine argumbnt in "real -life"
-discourse, it has a double utility. In Meat fdllows, we
will '`brieny outline the Toulmin modl and suggest

a variety of ways in which you can use it.
The basic Toulmin model has Iliree parts, as illus-

' trated in Figure 4. Argument cotisifts of movement from
Data via Warrant to Claim. The Warrant reveals how you
get from data ,to claim. In many ways, the notion of
Warrant is at the -.heart of this approach to argument:
it not only allows audiences' to examine the leap 11.0m
dint, to claim, it reminds us all that there are many ways
we..nn make such leaps. Warrants can 'be divided into
three types: authoritative, motivationA and substantive.
Let us examine each of .these kinds of warrants by
looking at examples ( :dote of them from actual
advertisements).

t. DATA

WARRANT

Fig. 4. Toulmin.model of argument

CLAIM

Data: A picture of Wilma.Rudolph
running with two..children. Opposite
page shows a list of Wilma's questions
and the Equitable insurance companY's
answers.

Claim: "The Equitable offers you a
sporting challenge." It's worth
buying insurance from them.

Warrant: Wilma Rudolph "only
American womanever to win 3 Gold
Medals in one year of Olympics
competition" -knows'what she's
talking- about, .

9 .2
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I

Data' Two pictures- one of fierce-
looking football player in full gem,
another of the same man, relaxed,
dressed in street clothes, holding a
gam)) album. Copy: "He's Dave Rower,
defensive tackle with the Oakland
Raiders. Six foot eight.4180 pounds.
And a real pro."

Claim (implicit): Collecting stims
ii Manly; (explicit): collecting stamps
is fun.

Warrant: Dalfe certainly can't be
stereotyped as a "sissy," and he,
collects stamps.

IN

Data; "Under his Yves St. Laurent-jaq.ket,
his Cardin tie, his Dior shirt, Vitas
Gerulaitis wears Brut."

Warrant (implicit): V itas Gerulait is,
the mod, handsOme tennis tno with
a reputition as a swinger knows how
to be attractive.

Claim (ittiplicit): You will'be "with it"
.if you bny Brut.

Data: ' I think my Sunitream solar water
system is a great investment i"

says Annie L. Crawford: Below is a half-
page picture of a middle-aged, serious-
looking woman.

Claim: The Snnstream solar water
heating system is a good investment.

Warrant: An average homeowner
should know a good investment.

Data: The Fuel Saver Thermostat works
automatically to lower temperature
at night, and raise it just before you
wake. If you use,it, you can "tear ? to
30 percent off your heating bill."
Picture of person tearing cbrner
off heating bill.

Claim: A Honeywell Fuel iaver
Thermostat is a good thing7to have.

Warrant (implicit): Saving money ts-a
good thing,,especially if it's easy.

Data; Full-page picture of a bottle of
liquor. A "Season's Giceetings" gift card
Wet .says, "Because you always go
first class."

e.

Claim (implicit): You should drink
this brand of liquor.

.

Warrant (implicit): Going "first class"
is desirable.

Data: Picture of a young it* washing Claim: Travelers is a good insuaance
an economy car. Caption:NThere are company.
more expensive cars we insure. But
none more important."

Warrant (implicit): It's important to ,

know that your insurance company
cares about you even if you're just
a small oustomer.

.01.11010...drOPPROnip.mppp p pppp
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Or, consider the
advertisements that
choose not to use
famous personalities.

A motivational
warrant states or
implies a value that
motivates us to
accept the claim.

d.

-`
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Are third kind or
warrant, the sub-
stpntive warrant.
states or implies a
particular relationship
betWeen the evidence

land-the claim. There
are several kinds of
substantive warrants,
including warrants
biised on cause
and effect, warrants
based on part-whole
relationships, and
warrants based
onsimilarity rela-
tionships such as
analogies and
parallel cases.

Da-ta:-By improving lighting facilities in Claim: If adopted in City B. this
the doliintown aria, City A cut its crime program would effectively reduce
rale by IS Went. the crime rate there,

Warrant: Since City A and City B are
alike in essenti4i reseects, what is true
in City A will be tine in City B.

f
Data: Between 1960 and I 970, the
federal government spent S5-7 billion
more than it c.ollected in taxes.

Wirrant (implicit): When government
expenditures exceed government tax
revenues, the cost of living rises.

Claim: As a reinit, tfie cost of living
went up 25percent in this country.

Data: Last year, the averagoVprofit margin Claim: Oil company profits
for all manufacturing combanies was not excessivelY high.
5.4 percent; the average-for the oil
industry, 4.6 percent.

Warrant: Any profit margin that falls
below that for all manufacturing.
companies is not excessively higIO,

Data: Both consumer credit and
unemploymknt have been rising
rapidly.

were

Claim: More double-digit inflati6n
is practically guaranteed.

Warrant: Rising consumer credit and
unemployment tend to drive up
wholesale pricesrcausing high inflation.

In sum: An authoritative warrant asserts or implies
a relationship between the advice offered (become a
stamp collector; buy Brand X) and Oat the audience
believe about the credibility of the person offering
the advice. A motivational warrant asserts pr implies
a relationship between the claim and something the
audience value4 (going "first class," saving money).
A substantive warrant characterizes relationships
between/among facts; for instance, a substantive war-
rant may characterize one fact as the cause of another,
or it may characterize one fact as an example.

Obviously, in real life arguments are not ,laid out
so neatly. Thus, the teacher should have students lind
arguments in a." variety of places: for exaMple, the
debate format such as the Nixofr-Kennedy or the Carter-
Ford debates, debates in local and state elections, or
debates in newspapers; single speeches and papers of
-students or others; advertisements they read and hear;
conversations around them; editorials, signed newspaper

columns, and letters to the editor. In these settings
claims sometimes come before data, etc.

Just as obviously, all the parts of an argument -are
not always stated. Sometimes, for example, speakers
assume that the audience already knows the evidence
and decide that it is not necessary to include it. lt
is useful to ernind students that whether all the parts
are actually included in a paper or speech, it makes
abundant good sense for the speaker/writer to know
them, for surely someone in the audience may. (Refer
to the bibliography for texts that elaborate on the
Toulmin model and its uses.)

'Activities

The followirig activities are designed to improve students'
ability to-analyze and construct arguments.

Analysis of advertisements. Have students select
three or four advertisements for the same product
(e.g., automobiles, pianos, life insurance) and compare



the types of data used; whether wairants are stated
or implied; whether the watralits are substantive, moti-

'vational, or authoritative; and. what kinds of claims
are made,

Toulmin exercise. Label the type of reasoning used
in each vtample. Identify an appropriate phrase for
each warrant:4a

DATA: The price of steel has gone up,
CLAIM: Therefore the price of .products made

fronk steel will probably go up.
What is the WARRANT?
DATA: Communist China keeps a large number

of troops under arms:
CLAIM. China is therefore demonstrating aggressive

.behavior.
What is the WARRANT?
DATA: Leaders 'of India, Sweden, Japun, East

Germany, and- Ghana oppose the United
States position on further disarmament.

CLAIM: Therefore, a majority of world leaders
probably opposes the United States
position on further disarmament.

What is the WARRANT?
DATA By instituting stricter driver's license

tests and periodic retests, Alabama cut
its automobile accident rate by 20 percent.

CLAIM: Massachusetts should institute 'a similar
program.

What is the WARRANT?

DATA: The underdeveloped nations of the world
have a more rapidly rising 'birth' tate
than the developed nations.

.CLAIM: The United States should .pvvide these
nations with birth control information
that will help them control their ulation.

What is the WARRANT?
DATA: ('urrently in' the United States, medical

care is delivered to those individuals ,

who can afford the cost.
CLAIM: Most people will therefore forego needed-

medical care.
What is the WARRANT?

Impromptu debates. During the class period ,precell-
ing the impron tu debates, tie class will decide on two
issues that, inte est them. Examples of propositions are:
pornographic ovies should not be shown on cempus;
we should refu4et send food to other countries (such

jtIndia) where here is little hope of controlling popu-
ion and Ihus alleviating famine; smoking should be

prohibited in all public enclosures..
Class should be divided into four groups, according

to whether they are for or .against either of the two
questions chosen. Their assignment is to think of as

many arguments as they can for their side of the chosen
question. At the beginning of the next class, the four

r

. ...:

7. "

(
geoups- will Meet .and each will choose a spokesperson
to presenI the group's arguments, The spokespersons
will meet each other in tWo one-on-one debates. Each
speaker will have three minutes to present her or his
group's case.

"Argument analysis. nave students present shor
oral or written reports in which they either analyze
,and evaluate a piece of argumentative prose (an ossay ;,,

a printed speech) using a Toulminian approach or
. \
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or
,ditcuss from a Toulminian point.of view.

Deb4tle. Students w9rking in groups of two or fouf
prepare debates 911 topiEs chosen by the class'.

A handout for students -explaining debate begins
on p. 20. The major goal of the debate assignment is
not to familiafize students with a particular format,
for in the future they.may ncver use that format again;
emphasis throughout this assignment should be on
skills development. While many of 011r students may
never again,aebate in a format such as the one described
in the handout, many will be called upon to present
their points of view, to have those points of view care-
fully examined in au oral setting, and to consider -alter-
native proposals. Thus they need to become accustomed
tti analyzing all sides of a proposition in order to
determine what the issues are.

Although debate has been criticized as too highly
structured and competitive, with too much emphasis
on. strategy and "winning," we feel that these criticisms
are die result of abuses in tournament competition
that can easily be eliminated in the classroom. There,
debate can be an effective way togive students practice
in analyzing controversial questions, finding and re-

futing arguments, and presenting their positions orally.
Testing their argument's in the debate situation, defining
issues, judging the relative fignificance of various claims,
and questioning evidence are excellent preparAtion for
writing an argumentative essay. ,One suggestion for a
writing assignment is given on p. 22 in "Analysis of
Stock Issues." Debate is effective for several reasons: it
is exciting and intellectually stimulating, and students
enjoy participating; it is challenging in that it requires
students to be prepared to defend their arguments;
it illustrates mote vividly than any other activity that
thejs, are at least two sides to every issue and that the'
same facrual evidence can often tie used on both; ani:1
students enjoy watching debates.

The format outlined in the handout that follows is
not the only possibility.P Teacher and sttidenis ctul de-
sign alternatives, keeping in mind that the two sides
should have equal time and that the affirmative, because
they bear the burden ofproof, should have the last word,,

*1
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5

DEDATK,

: introduction: The-problem-solution analysis, provide& a meano to Inquire
into 4 topic. The last step In that. .Procese im a test of the choiedf,
solution,. Once a policy is chesen, one way to teet ft (shott pf enacting
it in the 1,

real world") in to,debate Jt to me. hw well but poiitiOn
'stands up to an intellectual attack. At the eful of thie unit.you,should
be able to do,the following: analyze a controveraial topic and discover
relevant issues; evaluste.tesdezi. in order to make 'the best possible cApe
for a propbeition; deverbp'arguments to eppport...your position; evaluale
arguments used by others; present Arguments effectively, both brally and
in writing; refute Arguments effectively.

Debate Proposition: While a dtscuseiOn questioW le multi-sided (w)iat
can be done about the problem?),A debate proPosttiOn Jo a stateMe01

.

affirming that a particular action should,be taken.,(Example: Nuclear
power shopld be abandoned 11,9 a source of allergy.) pronosltion la
worded qetthat those who argue in 'favor of it (affirmative) are arguing
for a cha4e And those who argtie against Jt inegative) are upholaing the
stwitus quo. Thus.the affirmative team is said to have the bulcien off.
proof. The affirmative iS also respousible for defining terms in the
proposition. t

Stock LlImaa. The main issues in g debete arlhe naturally from the five-
,

step problem-soletion analysis. On the basis of d.efinitloo and desCrip-..)
'tion of a problem,,the affirmative tam lergues that there is peea for 0

, change. They urge the listenero to acceprtheir proposed.solution, A.plan
'

which they describe\in some detall. They arkue that their plan, if
adopted, would have Ad;antmea thavoutweigh anylisadvantages it might
have. The following V-eTil- example of how a propesition might be broken'

.doum into these stock issues:-

Propositiont The U.S. should stop all constrUction of nuclear power
plants. The affirmative might argue thus:'

.

tieed:. The danger of pollution from accidents, feakage, and
sabotage at nuclear_planta in greak,

!LT: Federal.legislatIon providing for. immediate cessation
of nuclear plant construktion and phasing out of existing
'nlxclear plants ithould be Nenacted.

Advantaem: Protecting but environment anti protectine future
generations from the risk of nuclear Whitton la mote Ampotlant
than' any' short-range economic advantaee that might Ne g4ined "

from developing nuclear energy. ...-,,,..

.. .

,...... ,

The negative may answir the affirMativ
W,c-

umhei of ways:
,.

. ,i..

ItAll;;

They may debate every lasue: "ih of nuclear accidents,
etc.., is not aa great ea the Aftltm -' 7c.la1me (there is no

.

need for change); dismantling 'ppwie041001Nlready hullt would
cost the utilities Millions of:dollace that dOnsumers yould.have
to pay (plan is imprtactical); We must have power, now rather thou
waiting for the development oi!,alternative sources such as solar.
energy (disadyvtages of plan are too greai)."

1

OBI

1,1
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.

They.mmy waive one issue:. "Yes, we agree there-is a problem,
but your,plan won't solVe,it."

They.may propose a counterplan: "Things are bad: all right,
hut.I have a better idea for improving-them than yours."'
(Note: In choosing to defend a iounterplan, the negative takes
on part of the burden 0 proof.)

or

'Organisation pf Debate: We will work with two-person teams, one team on
the affirmative and one on the negative. Each peeson has a five-minute
constructive speech:

. .

1st Affirmative 5 millptes
ist Negative -1:binutee.
2nd Affirmative minutes
2nd Negative 5 minutes

Each person also has a three-minute rebutterspeech, during Which.they
attempt to refute the ooposing team's arguments. No new Arguments may
be zaised in 'rebuttal speeches. Notice that the rebuttals are presented
in reverse order from the constructive speeches.

1st Negative
1st Affirmative
2nd Negative,
2nd 'Af fzistapt lye

3 minutes
3 minutes
1 minutes
3 minutes

t,.

The following are questionl you-mtght consider'as you listqn to dehaees:

1. How important is definition of terms in the debate? Does it become
an issue?.

,

V. Doelothe negative side aLiack the affirmative on every point or
does the debate narrowtto one or tWo issues?'

Do the speakers base their arguMents on any generally accepted
princ,iples or values, such as juatice, Individual freedom, o.r

constitutional guarantees?

A.. Do you find.examplesof causaf atgument, argument from example, or
argument from.anslogyl

4. .

.5. How important is evidence in the debate? Do the speakers question
the credibility of eath' other's sources?

- .

What comMents would you make on the speakers!?oral presentation
(delivery)?

Which side do you think won,' and why?-

'

V
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2 Stle.ech Communrcatiim At:tomes in the Writing Classroom

Analpsis:of tock issues. One assignment ybu may
Want to make prior to the .debate is to have class mem-
beis write paper analyzing the "stock issues" of the
debate topic they are prep.aring, 4, sample analysis of a

proposition of policy is given below:14

<I

A

Pmposition: Capital punishment should be mandatory
j)rsons who kidnap. mid kill the . victim. sell nar-

cotics to juveniles, hijack an airplane, or kill a priSon
guard.:

,

For

. .

-Against

I. These..are serious crimes which shokdd
, be deterred.

Capital punishment doesn't deter crime.

2. The penalty must be mandatory pe-
. cause parole is too easy fO get.

Eliminates the notion of rehabilitation.

This is worn out. .

..

. :A
13. An eye for an eye and a tooth for.a

tooth.

, 4. Not if it is Tandatory.
-

4. Capital punishment discriminates
against the pool' and minorities.

Not as much as selling narcotics to
juveniles and other terrilale crimes.

k. "..

S. Legalized murder saps the moral fibtr
of the country.

That's a barbarianattitude, putting
money over human beings.

6. It would be clieaper than. keeping such.
killers.

7. Conrts should be speeded up; the
waste too moch time.

There would.be longer trials and appeals
in a case concerning the death sentence.

Nth. they aren't.
That's a chance we have to take.
)eople who engage insuch crimes aren't

.. h nan beings..
.._. v..

, 8. hinocent peoMe are put to death.

_
.

c,

Editorial analysis. Write an article for .the editorial
page. of the student newspaper analyzing your debate
proposition. Remember that the readers have nO more
knowledge of the subject than you did before.you began
your researck Consider the following questions:

What is .the 'significance of the topic? Why should
readers be inierested and informed? (Why did you
choosc.it?)

What. are the important issues to be considered
in discussing the proposition'''.

What are the strongest claims (arguments) on each
side of the question? What evidence supporis ,them;?

Which side do you support and why? ,

Unit Six. Patterns of Peisuasion: Mntivational Proof's

Objectivo:

I. Students should develop a definition of persuasion.

2.. Students should understand the importance of
audience analysis in preparing persuasive appeals.

3. Students should become aware of ways in which
motivational appeal are used to lead and mislead.
audiences.

4. Students shouldbecome awai.e. of the ethical issues
involved in persuasion.



5. Students should become aware of the purpose and
effect ot well planned mtroductions and
conclusions.

6. Students should know how to pse a variety of
Methods l'Or introducing and concluding persuasive
aogeals:

7. Snidents should understand the concept of

8. In a final speech and a paper analyzing' the audi-
ence, students should demonstrate the following
abilities: utilizing audience beliefs and valubs
in plaiming persuasive appeals; applying knowl-
edge of common needs and motives in .planning
persuasive appeals; planning an effective intro-
duction and conclusion; constructing logical
arguments mid supporting them with sound
evidence.

'The relationship between Unit 5 rind Unit 6 is an
especially close one:They both focus on offering proof
for 'what we say. In Unit 5, emphasis was on what is
frequently called "logical proof": in Unit 6, emphasis
is on -motivational proof." Actually, the types of
proof are not so, neatly-separated. When we ask others
to listen to us, in either formal or informal discourse,
we are irLefrect saying: 2

Listen to me because I am trustworthy.
Listen to tne because I use certain substantive evidence
and arguments
Listen to MC because,
certain mot OieN, Crn(lhons,
with yoLi .

as human being, I share
and ex pec t a t ions

,

A "proof ot whatevei variety (ethical, substantive,
motivational) is something we offer to securii belief,
persuade others to have faith kilos.

Perstrasion

This final unit in the course continues to .stress the
role of the audience in the communication ntodel.
Students are. asked to examine more 'carefully the
process of persuasion. For soMe, the term "persuasion"
is tainted with overtones of deceit, manipulationand
trickery. ln our opinion, such a view is very liThited.
We Prefe.r, rather, to view persuasion as a means through
which klentification occurs between speaker ansr audi-

.

enee; the -speaker's responsibility is to evoke in the
audience "a sense of collaboration."76 .

To evoke Such.a "sense of collaboration," the speaker
needs to have sonic understanding of audience motives

Course Plan and Assignments 13

and values. One of the most commonly cited clossifica
lions of bun= needs is the one below,.. outlined bik
Abraham Maslow. As Maslow points out, il proceeds
from the most basic needs to more cOmplex aspira tions.1

1. Physiological needs (tood, water, sex, etc.)
2. Safety needs (tangible measures of well being,_

t hese may range- f'rom a parent's support of a
chikl to various kin(1s of' insurancemedical
or unemployment)

3. Love and belongingness needs
4. Esteem needs
5. Sell-actuali7ation, sell-fulfillment needs

Mdying beyond these basic general characteriSties
of audieices, 'speakers must also analyze particular
features of a given andience and situation. ,Age, sex,
time, place, concurrent events, everything that affects
attitudes should be considered in the process of adapting
communication to audience and situation.

Students should also become aware of the responsi-
bility they undertake in the role of persuader. As Karl
R. Wallace has reminded us, all "acts of communication
entail morality.'" Ile lists what he terms "the four
moralities" of communication:

I. The duty of search and,Jnquiry.
2. The allegiance to accuracy, fairness, and justice in

thre selection and t reat 'tient of ideas and arguments.
3. The willingness to submit private motivation to

public scrutiny.
4. The toleration of disent22 9

Whether discussion proceeds from this list or from one
generated .hy tile students themselves., it is important
for them to understand that "a communication, l;e it
short or long, reveals a seriei of choices" for -both
speaker and listener and that "choices are governed
by intentions rind are justified by values.'730

Activities:

The following activity is one of many that can help
.students explore choices involving values.

Kidney machine.3 In this exercise students will
be exPloring choices involving values', continuing their
study. of problem solving in groups, and examining
the impact of individual values and attitudes on'grorip
decision making. The exercise takes approximately
fifty to sixty mihutes.

Divide the class into groups of five to seven. Give
each group a copy of the following exercise:

Sonic hospitals have citii.en groups that advise them
on decisions concerning Mio :shall have priority use
of life-sustaining:equipment such as a kidrity machine.

9

ti
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Suppose you were serving oil such a citizen com-
mil lee A .place becomes available at the kidney
machine. Doctors present you with the biographical
sketches of five candidates for that place. They pose
this question, Who should be tillovted to have priority
use of the kidney machine?

Biographical sketches of those to be considered:

Alfred. White, male, American, age 42. Marsiud tor
tvVenty.ona years. Two children (boy 18, girl 15).
both high school -students. Research physicist at
Qinversity , medfcal schdol, working on. cancer im-
munization project. Current publications indicate that
he. Is on the vefge of a sittnificant medical discovery.

9n the health service staff of local university,
member of county medical society all'd 'Rotary
International, and Boy Scout leader, for ten years.
Bill: Black, .male, American, age 27. Married for
five years. One child (girl, 3), wife six months preg-
aunt. turrently employed as an auto mechimic
in local 't,tir dealership.

Attending night school and 4aking courses in
automaticAransmission refunding. No community
service activities listed. Plans to open auto-transmission
repair shop upon completion of trade school course.
Cara: White, female, American, age 30. Married
for eleven years, Five children (boy 10, boy 8,
girl 7 , girl 5, girl 4 months). Husband self-employed
(owns and operates tavern and short-order restaurant,i.
High school graduate. Never employed.

Couple has just purchased home in local suburbs,
and Cora is planning the interior (o determinb
whether she has the talent to return 'to school, for
co'urses in interior decortdion. Member of several
religiods organizations. \
David. White, male, Americim, age 19. Single, but
recently announced engagement and plans to marry.,
this summer. Presently a sophlonore at large easterir
university, majoring in philos'ophy and literature.
Vventually hopes to earn Phl5p. and become a
college professor.

Member of several campus poli4cal organizations,
an -outspoken critic of the colleie administration,
was once suspended hi-telly for "wgitation.".. Has
had poetry published in various literary magazines
around the New York area. Father is self-employed
(owns men's haberdashery), mother is deceased.
liavtwo ydunger sisters ages 15 and I I.

"-Edna. White. female, American, age 34. Single',
presently. employed as an executive svcretarY in large
manufacturing company, where she has worked
since graduation from busiriess college. Member of
local choral soCiety: was altor soloist in Christmas
production of Handel's Messiah. Has been very active
in several church and charitable groups.

The following activities involve the analysis and use
of motivational appeals in writing and speaking.

The significance of ivhies arid beliefs. Students are
asked to write a paper explaining a .belief Or value they

cs.

feel strongly about. Have they always felt the way they
do now? If not, do -they -rtmembOr when and how they
came to accept their belief or value? Do their parents
and/or friends share their belief? Does the belief affect
their responses tO, issues that confront them in their
daily lives? How does the belief affect their behavior?
Can they foresee an9 event or experience that, migItt
change their belief?

Drawing hiftrences about audience values. Select
a persuasive speech that has been presented in a 'public
forum (on campus, or perhaps one appearing in Vital
Speeches). What can you fell about the audience awn
the speech -itself? What values does the speaker seem
to be appealing to? What appear to be the chief per-
suasive strategies used to appeal to that audience?

Designing a'persuasive caMpaign. You have become
the chairperson .of the campus's Annual Blood Donation
Drive. Plan a campus-wide persuasive campaign (including
a ten-minute speech) to get attention and mobilize
support. You .may want to prepare campus radio spots,
newspaper copy, announcement§ to be placed on dormi-
tory .6ulletin boards, etc. What motives and values will
you appeal most directly to?

Advertising analysis. Assign each student a specific
product and have him or her make a survey and evalu-
ation of the advertising of that product. The survey.
should include magazines, newspapers, TV, radio, and
billboards. The evaluation,should consider the nature
of the audience(s) toward whom the advertising is
directed, the kinds of motivational appeals that ake.,

used, and the use of lafignage for emotive, efft.tt. The
students' findkngs can be presented Orally or in writing.

Persuasion experience. "Persuasion is a 'process of
inducing change in behavior, beliefs, and attitudes.'
The components ,of a persuasive "movement" are
attention, perception, knowledge and argument, belief
and attitude, and action. Students should think of a .0
.time when they were persuaded and write a paper de-
scribing how the Problem came to their attention',
what ,sources of information they had contOrning
what _information and argument they paitnittention
to, and how the, change in attitude affected them.

Persuasive spedking assignment. Students give a

final 7-10 minute persuasive speech. In preparation,
they design questionnaires or plan- interviews that
will help ithem analyze the class as an audience: aware-
ness, attitudes, beliefs, etc. As an alternative students
may choose to give their final speech to an audience
other thad the claSs. They must then describe their
chosen audience in sufficient detail so that the class
can play the role of' that audienee.

30
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3 'Evaluation'Criteria f or Students \

/1

During the semester you will.need to be as cleai about
the criteria for evaluating oral perfornumce as you are
about those for evaluating written assignments. Because
of the audience i;rientation of oral activity, it is partial-
lady important to have students participate in the
evaluation process; so you- will want to assign student
'evaluators for each formal presentation. (It is preferable
to have more,than one valuator, to allow for perceptual
differences within the class.) Because of the less perma-
nent nature of speech (unless it is preserved on tape),
it is important to write and read the critiques soon
after the activity. you may or may not want the evalu-

. aturs' names to be on the evaluations when they are
given to the speaker..lf not. the evaluator's name _can
he signed in the lower right hand corner of the evalu-
ation sheet and clipped .ofT before the evaluation is
ieturned to the speaker.

It is also important for the teacher to read student
evaluations to observe how well class members are
developing as crtitics. When possible, we alsp give student
critics .our nOtes ontheir comments, especially when
some. item of importance is missed by the. student.

The advantages of the multiple critic procedure
include: increasing awareness, of audience feedback;
helping students (both speakers and critics) under-
stand that there are varying reactions to what is said
because of differences ift perceptions, attitudes, interests,
and the like; and offering a wider range of help and sup-
port to student coMmunicators than the teacher alone
can provide, These advantages lest on two asaumptions:
(a) that developing critical skills may help students
improve other performance skills, .and (b) that all
class members are responsible for helping itach other
develop their communication skills.

Delow;you will find severars;Mple evaluation sheets
for group. ,discussions, formal speeches, and debates.
They weliave to be adapted to .suit your own assign-
mots and emphases, and more important, the level
of student skills developmeni.

Disousion. Since the focus Of group discussion is
on group interaction rather than individual performance.,

2.6

e.

there is a need to develop ways of evaluating whole
groups as their skills in .gconp participation improve.
Therefore, we have included separate evaluation sheets

'for groups (Evaluation Sheet I) and for individual
group 'members (Evaluation Sheet 2). In conducting
evaluation, you May want to use a "Bslibowl" seating
arrangement where the discussants sit in an inner, circle
and the rest of the class in an outer circle.

Group meMbers thrmselves should be encouraged
to fill out evaluation sheets in order to compare their
perceptions with those of class members who are "over
hearing" the discussion. When possible, taping the
discussion is Useful because then -group participants
can later hear what took place and critique qiemseives
more accurately and fully.

Formal speeches. Again, you will need to,adapt your
Evaluatitin Sheets 3, 4, and 5 to suit the point at which
you haVe arrived in the semester and the length'and type'
.of speech. Especially early in the semester when com-
munication apprehension is likely to be highest and the
speeches shortest,. evaluations should be adapted to
cover only a few basic matters such asclarity of Purpose,
organization, and delivery.

Debates. Two di .the debate 6aluation sheeti ao
not use the Toulmin vocabulary in evaluating debates;
one does. The critique sheets vary in format as well: the
first.sheet (Evaluation Sheet 6) is designed to evaluate'
individually all participants in a debate', the second
and third (Evaluation Sheets 7 .and 8). emphasize
team evaluation..

We have also included an example of ti debate flow
sheet with teacher comment (p. 38). This approacp is
by l'ar the most precise way of making particular obser-
vations and at the same .time keeping a graphic record
of the actual "flow" of the debate. Thus, students
can s4 argurnsenks in progress. The main problemi
with this,Approlich are that it As time-consuming and
that students in a particular:section may not be ready
for or interested in such detailed analysis.

Overall 2,valuatIon of' the student. There is a .very
real need to evaluate, the overall .development of the

32



stu den t in-speech. and writing over the whole semester,
lather than have the_ student left with only a pile of
papers. :Ind crittque Acets evaluating particular "prod.
ucts." One of the most graphic ways to present this to
the student is to maintain a progress chart on the inside
of a manila folder for each student throoghout the
whole semester (Evaluation Sheet 9). A major advantage
to the teacher of, such a "flow chart approach to
evaluation is that one can readily grasp the specific.
areas in which the student is making little or no
progress. When possible. conferences should be arraliged
to review student work several times during the semester,
and the 4 ow chart can be a helpful supplement to what-
ever pa . rs and comments you may keep on each
particular assignment.

VP
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Students should write at least, an informal paper
assessing their Oyerall progress, the areas of greatest
develdpment and those where work is still needed.
Where audio taping or videotaping is available, you
might want to have the student Compare an early tape
witli.a late one. Iris often a genuine delight to Jisten
to and watch such tapes with students as they hear
and see theirs own development. Such, an approach
is particularly useful with a student whose entry skills
were especially underdeveloped and whose progress
has been substantial, even if not at the level of most
class meinbers. Such students are likely to feel they
have not progressed when in fact progress may have
been dramatic. In these cases, individual evaluution
of development over a semester is tven 'more useful
than evaluation of achievement.

116
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kr

Evaluation Sheet 1, Croup Discussion

Group Topic

PuTpope: Was the quesifon for.discuasion clearly stated? Did the group

see to have a clear understanding of their purpose? Did the group

members have A common understanding of the terms ih,the question?

Organization: Di4 the group em orderly and organized? Did they

adequately analyse one topic before moving on to the next? Did you

feel the emphasis (in terms.of time !pent discussing a particular point)

in their analyiie was appropriate for the question they Were discussing?

Di4 they avoid digressions and repetition?

/

'Information: Did the group have enough information to thoroughly
analyze the question? A

Interaction: Was everyone given ab opportunity to speak? Did the

group seem cooperative rather than competitive? Were the members

listening to each other? Did they seem to be interacting rather than

givfng indiVidual speeches? Did they build on, add to, question, and

argue with eaeh other's contributions?

Results: How much progress do you think the group made toward
prOblem or finding an answer.to their question? What ws your

-.reaction to. the-discussion?

Evaluator

solving the
overall

.
e

.44.1
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Evaluation Criteria for Students 29 '

Evaluation Sheet 2: Individual Grasp Meager

Participant Date

Topic

I. Preparation and analysis

A. Did contributions Xhow that group member had adequate information
op the topic?

B. Did member offer insightful arlysie of topict
C. Did member state ideate clearly and specifically?

II. Group task rolee

A. Did member contribute to group process in such ways as kedping
discussion on the topic, ummarizing ideas whfn necessary,
moving discuesion to the next phase, pointing up issues, and
raising meaningful questions?

B. Dtd member avoid repetition and digressions?

III. Group maintenance roles

A. Did member phrase comments in ways that promote rather than
stop or impede Aiscuesion?

B. Did member support and qncourage reticent_group members?

4.

Ty. Comments on discussion as a wOole

A. Did you find it interesting?
B. Did you find it helpful?
C. What important points were not made?
D. How might the discussion have been better?

Evaluator

0
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Speaker's Name:

,Evaluation Sheet 3: Speech Evaluation

Date

I

Content 4nd Organization: Was the speaker'. purpose 1:lear? What was it?
tn what wayo did the speaker communicate the purpose to this audience?

What types of supporting material were used? Was'it adequate? Can you
give an example of supporting material that was particularly good and
tell why?

.
Was the speaker's organization clear? What were the main points of the
speech?

taln.geav: Was the language of the speaker clear and appropriate? Were
there any words or phranes that were not clear to you?

Oellyltry: Was the speaker physiclilly and vocally responsive to the
audience? How might tshe speaker's delivery be improved (by speaking
more loudly, less rapidly, with more eye contact, 'etc.)?

Evaluator

3 6
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Evaluation Sheet lit 6Spoech Evaluatison

Speaker's Name

Topic

Date

I. Explain the purpose of the speech as you heard it.

H. Identify the mita pointrrof the speech as you heard them.

III. Evaluate the form apd organization of the speech.

IV. Evaluate the-supporting material and logicalerealsoning of the
speech. .,(W)at types of materials were used? how well were they
used? How well was the material adapted to thp Audience? Wera
there other materials the speaker could have used to make the Rpeech
more interesting?)

V. Evaltate the language of the speech. (Was it clear? interesting?
etc.)

VI. Evaluate the deliJery.'

I.

VII. Evaluate the effect of the speech on In.

4,

Evaluator

a
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Evaluation Sheet 5: Persuasive Speech

Speaker's Name Date

Top ic

Clarity of purpose and_orRantzstion: Did the speaker make the proposition
clear and develop it in an organized way?

Develqpment: a) Was there adequate supporting material?

h) Can you give examples of support that was particularly
'. telling? Well documented?

e) Was supporting material clearly related to the main
arguments?

Adaptation; Can.you cite examples from the speech of any of the folloWing
methods of audi e adaptation?

a) purpelse particularlS, appropriate for this situation

b) issues and arguments related to audience interests

c) effective attention material in the Introduction

d) effective.appeal for support in the Conclusion

e) materials included to enhance the speaker's ethos with audience

f) use of persuasive language

DeliverY:. Was the speaker physically and vocally responsive to the
andience?

Purpose: What was the speaker,s.persuasive purpose?

HoW did the speech affect youZ,

'6!

Evaluator

38
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Kvaluation Sheet 6: Debate

Proposition:

lst Affirmative Speaker: 2nd Affirmative Speaker

1st Negative Speaker: 2od Negative Speaker

let

Affirmative
lst

N. ativat_Affirmetive
.

2nd 2nd
Negative,

Analysis of Topic
(Complete? Covered
main issues? etc.)

.

.

,

Evidence-and
NeasoOing

,
-

Organizatio

. .

,

Delivery
.

.

,

'What were the decisive issues of the debate?

Wh4ch team did the better debating? Why?

Which team did the better debating? Why?
AO
Other comments:

Other commeneA:

Evalpator
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-
,

Propooltlont

Speakers:

Kvaluation:heet 7r Debate

4

lot Affirmative: ' lot Negative

2nd Aftirmativel 2nd'Negative:

List (in complete sentences) the ioeueo on which tile mpeAker.o tlashed.

.11
-

Comment on each team's skill in l)! presenting arguments clearly, 2)
supporting them with adequate evidence, A) refuting opposAtion lirgumepts,
and 4) delivering their.arguments:

3

What is your opinion on the topic/

t

:[ti your opinion, which side did the'better debating and why?

.

,

. .

1..

Evaluator ,.

10.

(0). .

,
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Student's Name:

"4.-

jeviluittom OW* fbr Siudtitt; SS

. 4u

Evatuatictii Sheet 8: !Abate Description

(usint Toulatn.terainology)

-"

I. Claims (major)

A. What were they?

4. 0

B. Were there too many? Too-few? Juit enough? Explain.'

A.

C. Wdee theimajor claims (key issumS) emphasized?

CI

4,

1.

e

4).

-4

4.

0
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36 Speech Coimoeunicition Activities in 'the Writintlessroom

4

(EvalUation Sheet $ t Page 2)

II. Evidence (data, aupporttng tutorial)

A. Was there anyt Was there enough? -Explain,.

B. Did it meet the "testa of evidence?" Was it clear? Was it
accurate? Was it recent? Was it well documented? etc.

.11

C. Were there InatAnces of conflictipg evidence?
conflict resolved? How?

III. Was the evidence related to the claims? "How?

If so, was the

IV. In your opinion, which side did the better debating and why?*

%I

1.,

,
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0..

Eveluation Sheet lf Overall Evaluation Form for Tachrs

.

Areas of, Comment
* ,

.

ASSIGNMENTS

..

AND C9MMENTS
.

02

.

End of
Semester
Comewntt#1 . #3

. _

,

Statimient a Thesis
or lkolmt of View

... .

,

.

Dronizstion '

..

.

)
.

..

,

. .

. .

Other Skills to be
Emphamizedt

.

,

.

'.

..

Overall Comments ..

.
.

,
1.

.,

,,,... -

4

.

-

11

1.
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NIff,

!trot, Afftrmativa

1. Handguns kill and Matm

A. Deaths

I. X slays FBI statlatics
show 11,000 per year

2. Y says 802 are crimes
of passion among
family, friends.

B..Injuries

I. 2 slItmates 800,000

11. Current laVs don't stop gun
use

A. Federal lawn petfective

1. X says Gun Control'Act ot
1968 for criminal guns

B. State laws ineffective

I. Only 8 states have gun
registration

olr

44

r:7=

Debate Flo:, Shame

PROPOSITION: That private ownership of handguns should be made illegal.

4re1 NImative

Yes, but . .

A.

I. Statistics questioned
a, Now many deaths were

from Aong guns?

b. Data include. uicidt
statistics

c. X says that FBI datm
is inaccurate

2. Not true. FBI says 602
of crimes of passion are
committed by person with
criminal records

1. 1968 OCA good

a. Y says helps track
criminals

b. 2 says halos eliminats
"Saturday night
specials"

1. Other states could adopt
registration. What stops
them?

Lacond Affirmative

a,b. Numbers
insignificant

c. If anything, FBI

underestimates

2. Can't have it both ways.
Can't tell Aff. FBI data
is inaccurate and then
use it on Neg.

1. 1100,000 f4gure repeated

IV

a. XX seys OCA doesn't
stop personal use

b. Gun sales have
Increased 3 million
per year

a. National Rifle
Association lobby. N
soya NRA among the most
powerful and effective
lobbies in Washington,
D.C., and states

Second Negative

Didn't quantify.
How "insignificant"?

2. Aff. didn't respond.to
Neg. argument that most
crises of passion ara by
criminals

1. Should be enforced better

a. If NBA is so powerfUl,
how was 1968 Gun Control
Ace passed?

45
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4 Problems in Developing
.pnd Implementing an
Integrated Skills Approach

Several 'potential problenil need to be anticipated
when developing and implementing an integrated skills
approach. They include: (I) selecting and training
staff: (2) choosing esSential activities and problems
of emphasis; (3) scheduling class time to include the
various essentiaractivities; and (4) coping with commu-
nication.anxiety, In this section, we will suggest various
ways of dealing with these problems.

Acquiring Skills and Knowkdge for Teaching the-
.

Integrated Course

Thtre is at least one prerequisite for all staff metnbers:
an interest in arid commitment to an integrated skills,
approach. Those who are wholly unconvinced that such
an approach is worthwhile are unlikely to invest the
time and energy necessary to help develop such a course.
Whether staff members come from a speech communica-
tion background or from an English background, they
will have to learn about another mode of discourse and
about the kinds of activities that Will help develop
proficiency in".the."new" mode.

Since in many cases preservice training is precluded
by lack of time and money, we will focus on inservke
training. At least three kinds of sessions aro likely to
be useful: viewing taped or live speeches and evaluatMg
them; viewing taped or live discussions, With a focus on
group process and evaluating group effectiveness.; and
viewing taped or live debates and evaluating them.

Viewing taped or live speeches*td evaluating them,
During this.session teachers of-an integrated skills course'
view either videotaped or live speeches. After each
speech, each tea;ber fills out an evaluation form and
then all teachers compare their evaluations. Two typical
'questions are: Should a speech be evaluated according
to the same criteria as an essay?,and How Much weight
should be given to the effectiveness of the speaker's
delivery? In the previous chapter, we have included a
variety of speech evaluation forms that list criteila,
indicating that a speaker should be credited n(i more

for well-delivered nensense than for well-written non-
sense, On the other hand, poor delivery may io get in
the way. of what . the speaker is- saying as to distract
from i. The most useild strategy will be to have those
who are expert at evaluating speeches assist with such
sessions; seek out the advice of those who teach speech
on your campus. (In the bibliography, we have included
several discussiotts of delivery and how "it might be
treated in the classroom.) ,

Viewing taped or live discussions _with a fbcus on
observing group process and on evaluating group
effectiveness. During this session teachers together view
group discussions, taking care to Observe what is hap,
pening by becoming sensitive to the patterns of inter-
action or communication flow among group members,
the various roles diScussants may consciously OT
oonsciously assume, the type of contributions that
encourage or impede the flow of discussion, antl what
factors tend to help or hinder the group's -progress
toward accomplishing its task, (The bibliography notes
several sources of observation instruments that nry be
used during a group discussion and. descriptions of the
several roles discussants may assume in group interaction.)

After observation of group process has been sharpened,
standards for evaluating discussions and discussants
need to be listed. Questions you may want to ask about
each discussion are: Did the disCussants limit their topic
to meet constraints of thne and resources? Did the
discussants define terms when necessary'? Did the
discussants appear to accomplish., their purpose in the
discussion? The previous chapter includes several evalu-
ation forms for discussion. (The bibliography contains
a variety of sources for group discussion exercises
inchifled earlier in the text.)

Viewing taPed or live debates and evaluating them.
During this session teachers view several debates in order
to familiarize thenisehtes with debate formats; develop
skill in plotting (following an argument) through several
speeches, and evolve standards for evaluating debate.
Chapter 2 contains..an example of debate, format and
Chapter 3 includes an example of a flow sheet which

.16-1
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helps debaters, teacher, and 1:lass fibllow the flow of
the arguments in' the debate. On'e may begin to develop
skill in plotting arguments on a flow sheet by working
first on a formal or informAd "debate" in the local
newspaper or a national magazine. We have also included
some eaIuatioyjAorms for debates in Chapter 3. Again,
it would beçfrticularly ustful to ask the school debate
coach for advice and guidance. (The bibliography
includes several sources particularly useful for those
(Ieveloping a unit on debate.)

ChoosingAssential Activities and Problems for Emphasis

"But what's essential'?" is usually the first question
asked of those espousing an integrated-skills approach.
That question is still more critical if yours is a one,-
semester course rather than the two-semester sequence
we have detailed earlier.

Several principles are useful in discovering the answer
you will find most satisfactory for your own purposes. If
your course deals only or chiefly, with informative,
narrative, and Rescriptive writing, the activities detailed
early in OUr sequence are most appropriate. If Your
course attempts to move the student from describing
and informing to argumentative discourse, then you
svill want to cVose oral activities that allow the student
tO make thafA.ind.of progression; and you will likely
stress exposing students to a range of discourse rather
than focusing on any one mode or sub-mode of discourse
If your course features lively classroom discussion, then
a unit on group process would seem essential, for at
least two reasons: to instruct students in group process,
and to upgrade all of your classroom discussion.

One overriding principle is useful in any event :
when possible, combine writing and speaking assignments.
For example, if the class is engaged in a problem-solving
discussion, assign a paper that asks students to focus on
that prdblerb by describing its nature and scope, or a
paper exploring at least two alternative solutions to
the problem. Such papers will likely ihiprove the quality
of the discussion. Or, if the class is engaged in a debate,
give a writing assignment that asks the student to sup7
port one side or another of the debate proposition,
detailing the reasons for supporting that side. On the
other.hand, if the class is writing a research paper, have
students give short extemporaneous speeches about
their papers.

Different kinds of evalUations can also be done in
essay form. Class members can fake notes on speeches,
discussions, or debates in class and write detailed evalu-
'ations in essay form. They can do the same for out-of-

1 7

class, public presentations. it is also useful to have stu-
dents evaluate their Own participation in a particular
assignment such as debate or discussion, explaining
what they gained ("What have you learned about argu-
ment as a result of participating in a debate?"), whether
they like the activity, how it coulil be improved, and
so forth.

Scheduling Clam Time to Include
the Various Essential Activfties

Unless you customarlty schedille a good deal of in-
class writing, you may not be prepared for a key prob-
lem found by teachers of speech comimmication skills
courses: the amount of class time taken up by perfor,
mance activities. In a writing lab, all can wtite at the
same tiMe; in a speaking lab, one listens to the4peeches
one at, a fime. Another problCm is student attention;
five speeches in a row may be a bit taxing, especially
if delivered by those- just gaining confidence and skill.

The problem Of class attentfon can be approached
in a variety of ways: questions and discussion after
each speech; critique sheets where all help all;'varying
formats; a given assignment "spaced". with other kinds
of activities between "speaking days.", The problem
of class time is, in fact, not so much of a "problem"
if speeches are used as examples to illustrate principles
being taught. .

Helping to Alleviate Communication Anxiety

As you well know, many students 41 apprehensive
about writing. Some students feel even more appre-
hensive about "speaking in public," even in informal
group discussions. Many of your 'students do little
discussing in their classes becabse of class size or format,
and your more reticent students may not "speak up"
even in small discussion-oriented classes. Therefore,
it will be especially necessary to establish a classroom
setting that will be encouraging and to develop a course
format where students first get to know each other and
talk to one another in less formal speech activity. That
is, why we have outlined a progression that begins
with less formal interpersonal speech communication
activities and moves through group discussions with a
problem.solving orientation to more formal oral activi-
ties such as speeches and debate. (In the bibliography
you will find mateeroials that may deepen your under-
standing of communication reticence and that suggest
strategies for coping with it.)

1



'The four problems we have outlined. above are
cylleuging but clearly _sin ;Imo n iable . Over t he past
live years, we have worked to train personnel from the

'departments of Fnglish, communication studies,
comparative literature, linguistics, philosophy , history
business administration, and education to .teach an
integrated skills appioach. Man) began with concern
oVer learning to .teach %Olt*, but more began. by

Problems m ail Integrated tiAills APProach

saying, "But I don't know the first thing about teaching
syee.ch.'' They came to the i;out5e, however, wttlika
clear conviction that an integrative approach is indeed
a misefill way of teaching discourse. We hope that you
too share that conviction and that yciu will have as
Mich real sense ot accomplisluitent and yes fun
aS we do.

48
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